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47 strategies elite managers follow to reach the highest level of successThe McKinsey Edge
culls the personal best practices of an exclusive group of managers connected to McKinsey &
Company, a firm that services eighty percent of the world’s largest corporations.Through a
wealth of 47 rigorously selected, battle-tested, immediately implementable, and practical tips,
readers discover the secrets to building the self, growing with others, enhancing process
management, and going the extra mile to reach the next leadership horizon. Everyone struggling
to accelerate their career will keep this book at their fingertips for its rare, real-world advice for
ascending through the levels of management—all of which require specific mindsets and
capabilities that only a handful of people ever master.

Praise for Catching Fire:#1 New York Times Bestseller#1 Publishers Weekly BestsellerA Time
Magazine Top 10 Fiction Book of 2009A People Magazine (Top 10) Best Book of 2009A New
York Times Book Review Editor's ChoiceA Los Angeles Times Best Children's Book of 2009A
Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2009A Booklist Editors' Choice 2009A Kirkus Best Book of
2009#1 USA Today Bestseller#1 Wall Street Journal Bestseller"...enough action to please
Hunger Games fans and leaves enough questions tantalizingly unanswered for readers to be
desperate for the next installment." - School Library Journal, starred review"Whereas Katniss
kills with finesse, Collins writes with raw power." - Time Magazine"Collins expertly blends
fantasy, romance and political intrigue (so who needs vampires?)." - People Magazine"Collins
has joined J.K. Rowling and Stephenie Meyer as a writer of children's books that adults are
eager to read." - Bloomberg.com"Catching Fire not only lived up to my high expectations, it
surpassed them. It's just as exciting as The Hunger Games, but even more gut wrenching,
because you already know these characters, you've already suffered with them." - Stephenie
MeyerAbout the AuthorSuzanne Collins' debut novel, Gregor the Overlander, the first book in
The Underland Chronicles, received wide praise both in the United States and abroad. The
series has been a New York Times bestseller and received numerous accolades. Also a writer
for children's television, Suzanne lives with her family in Connecticut.From AudioFileThis story
and audio fulfill the promise of the stunning debut in this series, THE HUNGER GAMES, in
which a cruel contest required 24 young people to fight in mortal combat. Carolyn McCormick
delivers the first-person narrative of Katniss, the heroine whose brilliant strategy in that book
thwarted tradition and turned her and her partner, Peeta, into victors. McCormick's phrasing is
clipped, almost staccato, a style that embodies Katniss's secretive, wary attitudes. The tension
builds as the oppression of the controlling President Snow inflames rebellion in Katniss and her
fellow citizens. At the climax McCormick narrates at a breakneck pace as Katniss and Peeta
compete against all previous winners of the combat tournament. Listeners will be eager for the



next installment. S.W. Winner of AudioFile Earphones Award © AudioFile 2009, Portland,
MaineRead more
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PRAISE FORTHE MCKINSEY EDGEThe McKinsey Edge is filled with deep insights and easy-
to-use tips. Apply these, and you can enjoy more success—as well as happiness.”—TAL BEN-
SHAHARNEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLINGAUTHOR OF HAPPIERLeadership is an art and,
as in every art, practice and reflection makes perfect. This book has plenty of great ideas and
advice to help us to master the art of leadership. It is full of practical wisdom for those that are
initiating their leadership journeys and those that are already on it.—JUAN ANTONIO
FERNANDEZPROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP,CHINA EUROPE INTERNATIONALBUSINESS
SCHOOLFew books have truly cracked leadership concepts into tangible, practical day-to-day
principles like The McKinsey Edge. If you are keen to become a strong leader and learn the
fundamental insights necessary, this book will definitely get you there; it’s what every aspiring
leader must focus on to succeed!—DON STALTERFORMER INTERNATIONAL
MANAGINGDIRECTOR WITH GROUPON, AIRBNB,AND HANDYToday’s business world is
super competitive and unforgiving and career growth is more often than not, a perilous journey.
The McKinsey Edge is absolutely terrific. It provides a wealth of knowledge and practical tools to
help you stand-out among your peers and to amplify your career.—JAMES HUANGVICE
PRESIDENT, CHANNELADVISORCORPORATIONAmong the plethora of books about
leadership, this book stands out by its sheer practicality. As a very readable combination of
leadership principles, insights from famous people and the author’s own intriguing day-to-day
experiences at McKinsey, this book is required reading for any aspiring future business leader.—
DR. LUDWIG KANZLERFORMER MCKINSEY PARTNERAs a former McKinsey consultant, I
found Hattori’s book to be a nostalgic walk through memory lane. At the same time, I was struck
by how just many of the concepts captured have been instrumental to my leadership
development. The McKinsey Edge provides the right mix of the theoretical and practical, and is
well suited to students of business as well as managers at all levels.—STANFORD LINHEAD OF
PRODUCTS FOR VISA CHINA,FORMER MCKINSEY CONSULTANTCopyright © 2016 by Shu
Hattori. All rights reserved. Except as permitted under the United States Copyright Act of 1976,
no part of this publication may be reproduced or distributed in any form or by any means, or
stored in a data base or retrieval system, without the prior written permission of the
publisher.eBook conversion by codeMantraVersion 1.0All trademarks are trademarks of their
respective owners. Rather than put a trademark symbol after every occurrence of a trademarked
name, we use names in an editorial fashion only, and to the benefit of the trademark owner, with
no intention of infringement of the trademark. Where such designations appear in this book, they
have been printed with initial caps.McGraw-Hill Education eBooks are available at special
quantity discounts to use as premiums and sales promotions or for use in corporate training
programs. To contact a representative, please visit the Contact Us page at .TERMS OF USEThis
is a copyrighted work and McGraw-Hill Education and its licensors reserve all rights in and to the
work. Use of this work is subject to these terms. Except as permitted under the Copyright Act of



1976 and the right to store and retrieve one copy of the work, you may not decompile,
disassemble, reverse engineer, reproduce, modify, create derivative works based upon,
transmit, distribute, disseminate, sell, publish or sublicense the work or any part of it without
McGraw-Hill Education’s prior consent. You may use the work for your own noncommercial and
personal use; any other use of the work is strictly prohibited. Your right to use the work may be
terminated if you fail to comply with these terms.THE WORK IS PROVIDED “AS IS.” McGRAW-
HILL EDUCATION AND ITS LICENSORS MAKE NO GUARANTEES OR WARRANTIES AS TO
THE ACCURACY, ADEQUACY OR COMPLETENESS OF OR RESULTS TO BE OBTAINED
FROM USING THE WORK, INCLUDING ANY INFORMATION THAT CAN BE ACCESSED
THROUGH THE WORK VIA HYPERLINK OR OTHERWISE, AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ANY
WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
McGraw-Hill Education and its licensors do not warrant or guarantee that the functions
contained in the work will meet your requirements or that its operation will be uninterrupted or
error free. Neither McGraw-Hill Education nor its licensors shall be liable to you or anyone else
for any inaccuracy, error or omission, regardless of cause, in the work or for any damages
resulting therefrom. McGraw-Hill Education has no responsibility for the content of any
information accessed through the work. Under no circumstances shall McGraw-Hill Education
and/or its licensors be liable for any indirect, incidental, special, punitive, consequential or
similar damages that result from the use of or inability to use the work, even if any of them has
been advised of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability shall apply to any
claim or cause whatsoever whether such claim or cause arises in contract, tort or otherwise.To
Carmen, my source of love and inspiration.If it weren’t for you, I wouldn’t be here.Kaz and
Noriko, who are everything a child dreams.And, Tomo, who told me to live in the
moment.CONTENTSAcknowledgmentsIntroductionCHAPTER ONEBuilding the Better SelfGet
AheadPRINCIPLE 1 Focus on What Really MattersPRINCIPLE 2 Start with the Hard Stuff in
the MorningPRINCIPLE 3 Catch Small Signals and Make a DifferencePRINCIPLE 4 Have a
30-Second Answer to EverythingPRINCIPLE 5 Frontload Your ProjectPRINCIPLE 6 Create
the Right End Output ImageHang TightPRINCIPLE 7 Smile When You Are Under
StressPRINCIPLE 8 Go Beyond Your Self-Perceived LimitPRINCIPLE 9 Always Imagine the
Worst-Case ScenarioPRINCIPLE 10 Start Following UpPRINCIPLE 11 Push Back with Less
EmotionMultiple ReflectionsPRINCIPLE 12 Be Flexible on the Perception of Your
PassionPRINCIPLE 13 “What Would Marvin Do?” Find Your Role ModelsPRINCIPLE 14 Know
What Gives You the Most Energy in Your DayPRINCIPLE 15 Go Jogging to Smell the
FlowersPRINCIPLE 16 Create a Commitment PlanCHAPTER TWOGrowing with
OthersCommunicationPRINCIPLE 17 Always Memorize the First Three Sentences of a
PresentationPRINCIPLE 18 Communicate Using Fewer WordsPRINCIPLE 19 Pause Three
Seconds Before Answering Difficult QuestionsPRINCIPLE 20 Question More and Talk
LessPRINCIPLE 21 Turn No into YesPRINCIPLE 22 Don’t Show Half-Baked



OutputConnectionPRINCIPLE 23 Instantly Find a Connection in the RoomPRINCIPLE 24 Be a
Giver, Not a ReceiverPRINCIPLE 25 Find the Best Intent in PeoplePRINCIPLE 26 Learn Team
Members’ Defining Moments and Personal SidesPRINCIPLE 27 Think of Everyone as a Helpful
Individual, Not a “Resource”PRINCIPLE 28 Go Out for a Meal with Interesting People Every
WeekUnderstandingPRINCIPLE 29 Consciously Gauge Your PeoplePRINCIPLE 30 Assign
Team Members Meaningful TasksPRINCIPLE 31 Create Followership Through Deliberate On-
the-Job CoachingPRINCIPLE 32 Deliver Feedback Using Positive CriticismPRINCIPLE
33 Please Your Assistants and Support StaffCHAPTER THREEExcelling in Process
ManagementProductivity Themes and EnablersPRINCIPLE 34 Always Prepare an Agenda
Before MeetingsPRINCIPLE 35 Create “Four Boxes” To DosPRINCIPLE 36 Focus on
Outcomes Not ActivitiesPRINCIPLE 37 Know Your Meeting Modes in AdvancePRINCIPLE
38 Proactively Manage E-mail Communication Using the 5D RulesPRINCIPLE 39 Speak Up as
Early as PossiblePRINCIPLE 40 Create a Minimalist Presentation Tool KitPRINCIPLE
41 Create an Easy-to-Use Template for UpdatesCHAPTER FOURGoing the Extra MileThe
Challenge to Achieve Lasting GrowthPRINCIPLE 42 Give Away Knowledge and Tools
UnsparinglyPRINCIPLE 43 Get Rid of Your Physical BarriersPRINCIPLE 44 Ask the Second
Order QuestionsPRINCIPLE 45 Learn to Write Fewer NotesPRINCIPLE 46 Prepare to Renew
Your LifePRINCIPLE 47 Create Your Own “Profile” as a LeaderCHAPTER FIVEBecome a
Thinker and a WriterThinking Sets Leaders ApartMarvin Bower on the Value of WritingAppendix
I: McKinsey StructureNotesIndexACKNOWLEDGMENTSI had written most of this book
unknowingly over the years. Then it took another intense one year and a half (outside the Firm)
to further synthesize, clean up and come up with more meaning and implications. It started with
a suggestion—that I publish this. Then it became a wish. I wished something like this existed for
me when I was learning: short, handy and practical. Then it became a reality. I was fortunately
able to find a publisher who also liked this idea.Aside from my own wisdom I learned at
McKinsey, I sought wonderful advice from talented individuals. At the onset, I wanted the
interviews to distill what I had learned and give a richer sense of what was more important. Then
as the interviews grew and details ensued, I truly found that these principles were converging. I
had somehow hit a plateau around 40 to 50. Every time I added beyond that, the principles
weren’t as forthcoming and concentrated. The more I carried the discussion forward, the more I
realized that the sweet number rested somewhere in between.I am grateful for the countless
number of meetings, interviews, and on-the-job coaching with the following individuals: (in
alphabetical order, McKinsey people are denoted with an asterisk)Peter Bradd, Diane
Ducarme,* Tim Fountaine,* Tina Hou,* Ulrich Huber,* James Huang, Laurent Kinet,* Genki
Oka,* Rajesh Parekh,* Felix Poh,* Dave Rogers,* Tak Sakamoto,* Jeongmin Seong,* Kai Shen,*
Roi Shigematsu,* Jonathan Woetzel,* Hagen Wulferth,* Karen Yeoh, Forrest Zhang,* and
Chanqing Zheng.* Others who gave me inspiration over the years include Wouter Aghina,*
Gwen Blandin,* Kimberly Borden,* Jason Chen,* Nao Iwatani,* Davis Lin,* Robert Mathis,*
Derrick Miu, Hyosoo Park,* Philipp Radtke,* and Bill Wiseman.*I cannot express in words how



much you each have given me in terms of time and intellectual wisdom. Your support and
thoughts enabled me to crystallize a much more refined end product. There are a few people I
want to give special thanks to: Jeongmin, for giving me invaluable advice on structuring. Also,
“Who else should I introduce for you?” really gave me the strengths to know I had one big
supporter. Diane, for brainstorming, slicing and dicing, many different principles. Also, “Do you
want to take this paper with you?” as I almost forgot on many occasions. Tim, for spending an
incredibly long morning discussing leadership in Sydney. Tim, I don’t know if I can be your book
mentor, but I am happy to talk about it, anytime (I am not revealing your secret idea to anyone,
yet).I also would like to thank my McGraw-Hill editor, Knox Huston, who did a superb job in
guiding me in spite of all the time differences. Also, for taking me through the nuts and bolts of
writing a compelling book. I wanted to be structured as much as possible, and you helped
accommodate that.I want to also thank my early readers: Yoon-Suk Choo and Derrick Miu. Yoon,
without your candid and timely feedback, I would have never been able to get past the first
milestone. Thank you for also helping me throughout the entire process, including the legal
advice. It was indeed a fabulous journey, don’t you think? I couldn’t have done it without you.
Derrick, thanks for your warm words of encouragement. You inspire me to do better. Thank you
both for being my best and ideal friends.Finally, I couldn’t have even fathomed this project
without my wife Carmen. I am forever in your debt. This has been one of my long-term
aspirations, and I am so fortunate to have such a loving and thoughtful partner. To my mom and
dad: thanks for letting me stay over at your sweet home in Hamamatsu while I refocused my
attention. You both make me believe that I can do anything with this life. My thanks also go out to
my brother, Tomo, for spiritual support (I think my long journey all started with your, “Take this
and just go to Taiwan” back in 2004), and David Roff, his best friend and author, who, by sharing
his experience on book writing, encouraged me to give it a try. I would also like to thank Christy,
Tom, Fengyang, and Xiumei for cheering me on.To all the locations that inspired me while on this
incredible journey: Tokyo, San Francisco, Toronto, New York, Taipei, Shanghai, Sydney, and
Queensland. Thanks!Lastly, good luck!INTRODUCTIONHow It Came to BeThere are people in
this world who are born gifted. They have photographic memory or they remember things for a
lifetime after hearing them only once. These people may not need to rely on written principles.
They absorb everything like sponges.I am the opposite. I need to jot everything down. From
general feedback sessions to pointers in meetings to keynote speech phrases to interesting
frameworks, I write everything down. I also try to invent different diagrams to make the
visualization and memorization easier. I keep two notebooks, in fact. One is a clean and tidy one
—learning purpose. The other is more scribbly and disorganized—daily purpose. Generally
speaking, people learn by studying. Then they put what they’ve studied (their knowledge) into
practice. Practice leads to experience. More experience leads to ability. Ability is the final stage
where you have mastered something that no one can take away from you.I entered McKinsey
(known as “the Firm”) in April 2008 as a business analyst. I made it to the next level by June
2010, a direct-to-associate (DTA) promotion at the Firm. Then I transferred offices and left for in



Asia, the fastest-growing social commerce company at the time, as one of the management
executives. There my salary tripled in less than a year to a high six-figure salary. But then I came
upon an idea of a secret wedding proposal business and founded my own company. It attracted
local TV and magazine attention in six months. It was one and only, occupying a unique niche
market. But, after a year and a half, I realized I still wanted to go back to McKinsey. I felt that I had
not finished learning the nitty-gritty details of project management at the world’s best place for
professional leadership. In less than a year after rejoining, I made engagement manager in
record time. It was a combination of determination and luck—or that was what I believed until the
winter of 2013.One chilly morning, I was sitting in the Firm’s office canteen going over my
learning notebook, or the “rulebook,” brushing phrases up, cleaning diagrams, and making
“synthesized rules” from my past project (aka engagement). I liked the peace and quiet of the
moment, sitting in a comfortable lounge chair and soaking up the morning sunlight. A colleague
stopped over and asked me what I was doing, so I told him. Then he raised my notebook and his
eyebrows at the same time. My colleague was amazed and suggested I publish my writing. It
was the first time I’d let anyone see it. Until that point, I’d always imagined everyone to be doing
the same thing.Initially I was a bit hesitant. I didn’t know if it was deep enough. Then slowly, as I
started going over my notebook, I thought maybe his suggestion wasn’t so strange. It seemed
like a very good reason to write a book—to share all the pieces of wisdom that I had collected
during my time at McKinsey.As this new project started taking shape, I also sought out other
amazing colleagues for advice. I thought, “What if they also had two or three burning rules that
made them extremely successful on their roads to leadership?” As expected, many had a few
golden rules they kept close at heart. Now, I was sure that I could create immense value in what I
was about to produce.In hindsight, the learning notebook was my reason for success.
Unknowingly, it enabled me to correct mistakes faster, preempt potential roadblocks, and get
ahead of the learning curve. Simply, it elevated me to a leadership position and got me thinking
faster. In a more general sense, the notebook told me not only what to do but how to do it.By
reading this book, hopefully, you can gain the same benefits. What is important is that you put
what you learn into use immediately. I always try to put my rules into action the following day or at
the next opportunity that comes around. Try to focus on what matters to you (the first principle of
the book is “Focus on What Really Matters”) now and rigorously put it into practice. It’s probably
not possible to master all of the principles at once. Create a plan and go batches at a time.
Lastly, keep in mind that practice equals experience, which leads to ability in the long run.Why
Should You Listen?McKinsey loves leaders.But, as the old saying goes, “Leaders are never
born, they’re made.”Before joining the Firm, I used to wonder why so many people from
consulting firms, especially from firms like McKinsey, made it to the top. Let me tell you some
numbers I found. Did you know that according to USA Today the odds of a McKinsey alumnus
becoming a CEO of a publicly traded company of market value over $2 billion are the highest in
the world, at 1 in 690? The runner-up didn’t even come close—at 1 in 2,150 (also another
consulting firm). In 2011, 150 McKinsey alumni had top spots in companies with annual sales of



over $1 billion. Not to mention that 70 McKinsey alumni have been CEOs of Fortune 500
companies in recent years, according to CNBC, which cited Duff McDonald, a New York–based
journalist and contributing editor for Fortune magazine. McKinsey is considered a CEO
launchpad by many aspiring leaders.1After joining the Firm, McKinsey consultants go through a
wide array of leadership training events. These week-long training events start very early,
beginning 9 to 12 months after a consultant joins the Firm. Then they repeat almost every year
for the next decade. The emphasis is not merely on teaching different types of tools, processes,
and problem-solving techniques for leaders but on engraining the awareness of leadership early
on. Ultimately, I have learned that the biggest obstacle for many people is that they are not
sufficiently self-actualized to realize that they could become leaders. McKinsey sets different
forms of leadership out on the table early on: “client leadership,” “problem-solving leadership,”
“team leadership,” “knowledge or functional leadership,” and “entrepreneurial leadership” to help
consultants build strengths and discover weaknesses (McKinsey calls it “development needs”)
faster. These different categories of leadership are helpful because they slice the necessary
individual growth attributes in a meaningful and simple-to-understand way.One common
stereotype of a leader is someone who can stand up on stage and deliver a captivating speech,
or who is calm and composed in times of crisis, or who is willing to go out of his or her way to
help others. These are important qualities, but there’s really no one way of defining what makes
a good leader. Take Apple for example. Tim Cook, the successor of Steve Jobs, is not a
particularly inspiring public speaker. He is a steadfast operations guru with his calm demeanor to
push things through. Steve Jobs, needless to say, was the visionary pitchman. Since Jobs’s
passing, Apple’s behemoth market cap has continued to grow, almost doubling,* with a very
different and unique leadership profile.2 According to many McKinsey consultants, engagement
managers and principals alike, it’s hardly the case that they meet principals and directors that
are very similar to one another.Leaders come in different colors. Some leaders don’t like to
speak in front of a large audience but still do a great job on the line. Therefore, you are better off
if you are exposed to many different types of leaders during your apprenticeship years. This is
one of the reasons why McKinsey consultants can grow to be prominent leaders (recall 1 in 690)
—almost every project consultant gets to work with different internal senior leaders and client
executives.The Hardest TransitionFor a lot of people, the associate to engagement manager
transition is the most challenging and unforgettable experience. It’s no secret. “My first study as
an engagement manager was literally a nightmare,” a senior director said in an interview. “I was
staffed on a transportation client with an ED (engagement director) who absolutely had too
much on his hands, an associate who was a bit of a psychopath, and another associate who
wouldn’t listen to a word I said. I was this first-time manager and struggling to keep everyone
alive. Even after so many years, the experience brings back so many horrifying memories,” he
laughed. Another principal said, “My first study was memorable. I had an associate that was a bit
off. When I told him to come back with some synthesis on past interviews, he came back with 50
one-line syntheses of all the interviews. When I saw that, I just knew my weekend was blown. It



wasn’t that he lacked a good mindset; instead, he was just off, if you know what I mean.” These
stories are not uncommon. For the first time in many people’s lives they were (like it or not) in full
charge of everything and helplessly out of control at the same time. From end output
deliverables to designing optimal work processes, from assigning meaningful tasks to helping
individuals stay personally motivated, from thinking day in and day out about client needs (as
one other director puts it, “Even in the shower!”) to taking on rapid-fire update inputs from senior
leaders—it was overwhelming. There was no hiding behind anyone’s shoulders. You had to be
the first person to walk in the team room and the last one to go. People looked to you for
directions, and it had to be “ready and practical.” But like most first timers, the experience takes a
steep nosedive at first. As a result, the survivor learns the survival tactics. But more important,
according to many senior executive leaders and McKinsey principals and directors, the
foundational leadership principles stick with you and stay consistent until you reach the top. You
will see plenty of these examples in this book.Structure of the BookThis book is structured into
five main sections.Building the Self, as the name suggests, focuses on self-improvement. The
section is split into three thematic areas: Get Ahead, Hang Tight, and Multiple Reflections. There
are many interesting mini-themes throughout the book. But the core of personal victory boils
down to a few simple things. You need to think ahead. You need ways to deal with tough times.
You need to have a heart to reflect more so you can optimize your future success.Growing with
Others focuses on how to influence your team and other stakeholders. Leadership transition is
learning on one hand your growth needs but on the other hand, and more important,
stakeholders’ needs. The three important themes here are communication, connection, and
understanding. When you want your team members to grow, the key is to put in more effort than
you would normally give for yourself. This is how hard you should work at growing
others.Excelling in Process Management is about productivity themes. I’ve managed to include
a few enablers—tools that help you structure and complement your current work process. In
becoming a highly structured and process-driven person, it’s important to execute the basics
right. That is why you will see overly intuitive principles at first glance. Yet, as the saying goes,
“Most [seemingly] simple things are the most difficult to execute.”Going the Extra Mile, the fourth
chapter, focuses on six advanced principles. They require deliberation. The last two, Prepare to
Renew Your Life and Start to Create Your Own “Profile” as a Leader, are especially important
throughout your entire career. You will need to develop these thoughts as early as possible but
also be ready to change them along the way.Become a Thinker and a Writer, the fifth and final
chapter, ties all the principles together into a single theme: Thinking Sets Leaders Apart. Enrich
your world by asking the how and why questions. Then, as a way to internalize your thinking, put
these thoughts on paper. Marvin Bower, the founding father of management consulting, says
good writing empowers you to distill and crystallize your thoughts.The success principles in this
book should not be hard to put in practice. (If they were, it would mean I did not do a good job
explaining them.) The correct way to think is that these principles are immediately
implementable from tomorrow, but each principle will take time to develop into an actual ability.



The general thought framework I have used is to first describe what each principle is, then why
it’s important, how it should be done, and when, where, or in what situations it may be most
applicable. A master coach with over two decades of experience coaching top executives once
told me that accomplishing great things requires “setting an extremely low bar” so that it is easily
attainable at first. For example, instead of saying you will go exercise five times a week to lose
weight, just say you will go once a week. If even this sounds difficult, then say, I will go walking
once a week instead of taking the cab or subway on my way home from work, and so on. It’s the
incremental move that is important, he stressed. Therefore, these principles should be managed
the same way. Take small steps to make the giant leadership leap in the end.Now, let the curtain
rise!* On October 4, 2011, a day before Steve Jobs’s passing, Apple’s market cap was at $346
billion; on November 26, 2014, it was $698 billion (highest in the past five years). To put this into
perspective, Google’s market cap on November 26, 2014, was at $367 billion and Microsoft was
$394 billion.CHAPTER ONEBuilding the Better SelfThere’s a difference between knowing the
path and walking the path.*—MORPHEUS, FROM THE MATRIXThis chapter, focuses on
fundamental self-improvement. Contrary to the typical approach to improvement—fixating on
just your faults and weaknesses and remedying them as you go along—the principles here
focus on a more proactive approach. This way you can maximize your strengths. Until I reached
a certain level of maturity, I used to think of growth as a random journey. It may fortunately work
for some but not for others. But later I realized it’s a lot better if you can create your own structure
and rigor for self-improvement.For me, that rigor is in three areas, which I call get ahead, hang
tight, and multiple reflections.Get AheadIn “get ahead” there are six principles. Below, I have
synthesized the core messages in one line.PRINCIPLE 1Focus on What Really Matters.
Constantly have a razor-sharp awareness of what you are doing and how it is adding value to
you or to your problems.PRINCIPLE 2Start with the Hard Stuff in the Morning. Work on the hard
and painful tasks in the morning to deliver productive output.PRINCIPLE 3Catch Small Signals
and Make a Difference. Apply the Pareto analysis or 80-20 rule to your everyday life.PRINCIPLE
4Have a 30-Second Answer to Everything. Form an answer beforehand by mastering the
“double-clicking” technique and coming up with short answers.PRINCIPLE 5Frontload Your
Project. Build the necessary trust and credibility by completing work as much as possible during
the first week, following the basket of essentials.PRINCIPLE 6Create the Right End Output
Image. Try to get in the habit of creating the end output image aggressively to earn various
stakeholders’ trust early on.PRINCIPLE 1 Focus on What Really MattersMcKinsey charts are
not very colorful. The text size is the same throughout except for the title. The fonts follow either
the client’s format or Times New Roman, and footnotes follow a specific rule. Graphs and
diagrams also have standardized templates. One chart, one message, one format. Nothing
fancy. It’s because we want the recipient to focus on one thing: the implication. Everything else
will deter this effort. McKinsey consultants are extremely careful over a single word or a phrase
because that really matters.To a CEO, numbers matter most. Mark Hurd, co-CEO of Oracle
Corporation, said he learned from his boss at NCR, a global company in consumer transaction



technologies, that it doesn’t matter how gracefully you deliver a presentation. In the end, if your
numbers “suck,” there’s not much to say. His best advice is to focus on “underlying
substance.”1Almost everyone who enters the Firm’s gate relearns what he or she has previously
learned and been proud of back in MBA training or in other companies regarding how to draw
charts. Instead of catchy and animated callouts, they learn to use a blank callout text box with an
arrow pointed to a “manlike figure” made up of a circle and an isosceles triangle. Rather than
using size 12 and 24 fonts to accentuate an important point, the entire page is reduced to an
even font of 14. They no longer use green text to show that something is good to go but instead
a green traffic light made up of three circles aligned vertically. Everyone picks up the essence of
what’s important on a chart.As you transcend or think about the next leadership horizon, you
need to focus on what really matters for that position. At McKinsey, you go through a course
specifically targeted to build “problem-solving leaders.” Here we learn about staying ahead of the
problem and leading by bringing together different stakeholders. In this position, we often get
asked by principals and directors, “Can you update me on the current status?” This is another
way of saying, “Tell me what really matters on this project in 30 seconds.” Therefore, it’s
imperative to synthesize and regularly play back in your head the problem, the current solution,
and the proposed approach in terms of milestones, people, and timeline.What really matters can
be different from industry to industry. For the automotive industry, it’s safety and design. For the
pharmaceutical industry, it’s the effectiveness of the drug, how fast it works, and how long it
lasts. For a headhunting company, it’s the candidate’s average length of stay at his or her newly
appointed jobs. For consulting, it’s the message (so what?) and the estimated impact that
implication brings—consultants arrive at this message and impact through following a series of
problem-solving steps. In McKinsey’s case, it involves: (1) identifying the problem, (2) structuring
the problem (making sure all the issues are covered by using a MECE, mutually exclusive and
collectively exhaustive, approach), (3) prioritizing and eliminating unnecessary problems, (4)
creating the analysis and work plan, (5) conducting the analysis, (6) synthesizing to derive
meaningful results, (7) delivering the right communication message. In the end, the message
needs to be tailored to fit the client context (capability, resource, and execution power) to lead to
any tangible impact. In many cases, it’s possible to list out multiple things that matter, but the
important thing is to distinguish what matters most to the problem at hand. For automotive, it
may additionally be ergonomics, fuel efficiency, and product launch time on top of safety and
design. For one client, the issue was how to build and finish a car in the next 36 months. Thus,
what became the most important matter was product concept to launch time. The team
accessed and analyzed the top five automakers’ product launch schedules. The winner turned
out to be Toyota with the shortest at 24 months—and the slowest was 40 months, a gap that is
hard to believe! Logically, the next question became, why? It was attributable to the number of
platforms each automaker had. Toyota had the fewest. It built most of its cars on the same
platform, all around the globe. It forced the design to fit a particular platform mold and thereby
eliminated the longer design concept to platform path. That knowledge for our client was gold. It



was what really mattered.When you focus your efforts on important cornerstone areas, other
things start falling into place. Successful entrepreneurs say don’t worry about what you’re going
to call your company. The right name will pop up once your product or service idea is on the
verge of release. Yet, so many people still dwell on insignificant things like the name, logo, and
how the business card will look. Those are important but less meaningful, especially in the
beginning. Focusing on what really matters will help streamline your journey. In this case, focus
on creating the core services of your business. Test them out. Iterate with as many people as you
can. Challenge any doubts or premonitions you may have. Usually a clear alarm should go off
when you hear yourself saying, “I will start on this when the business gets rolling.” Ask
immediately, “Can I do it now? Why not?” Then take the necessary incremental steps forward.
Usually this will come in the form of decision making, closing outputs, or narrowing the solution
space. Whether it’s directly related to your work, personal projects, skill enhancement, health, or
relationships, try to seek what matters most in that area all the time.How might you accomplish
this focus and prioritization? There are three ways to cut to the chase: (1) using the sense of
urgency and deadline, (2) creating or following the critical path, and (3) linking it to the
money.First and easiest is to work on are the urgent items with tighter deadlines. In your head,
without jotting anything down, you should roughly have the time it takes to complete a certain
task. Although your estimate may be off at times, it is still a good place to start by eliminating
those items that are far out into the future. When you do, take an objective stance. Consider the
company logo, for example. It may seem important and urgent, but in reality it’s not. These logos
change all the time, and hence, you should just leave it alone for a while. Think Google. It really
has no set logo and frequently changes its home search page look.Second, understand the
critical path to get to your goal. At McKinsey, during a marketing or branding study, we
sometimes run an exercise called the consumer decision journey. This exercise tries to figure out
where, how, and why consumers arrive at the decision to buy a particular product. We derive
insights by gaining both an external and internal perspective of the target consumers. Externally,
we run and analyze a consumer survey based on initial consideration, various online and offline
touch points, timing of those interventions, consumer-led research, and other factors. Internally,
we map out how the rational mind arrives at making such decisions, which we call the consumer
decision tree. For example, if you were to buy a new TV, we would look at each of the five or six
variables important to you as a consumer and rank them: price, brand, size, type (LCD/LED or
OLED), and other functionalities such as HD. In this case, typically you will first think about the
size of the TV. Then it splits to either price or brand, or you might adjust the size based on price
and brand. These decisions are the branches of the “tree.” When you consider what matters in
any situation, it is important to keep this kind of decision tree in your mind.Third, think about
linking the task directly to its financial impact. This is the most straightforward yet remarkably
precise method for most people. In other words, it’s the key performance indicator (KPI) or the
“meat” of what you are doing. For example, writers like to read. They also like to research. I
sometimes get carried away and absorbed in—or distracted by, depending on how you look at it



—some topic for an insane amount of my time. Yet, it is producing written content on paper that
actually indicates progress. It is the only way to reach the end product. Writers get paid to write.
Thus, spending three hours on research and writing three sentences on paper means I didn’t get
much work done. It sounds intuitive, but a lot of us miss this point. Just like musicians need to
produce music but may listen to other artists for inspiration, you should know what tasks directly
link to the money. It is by far the most obvious way to focus on what really matters.Even as you
read this book, focus on principles that matter to you. It will be impossible to go through all of the
principles at once. Try to tackle them one at a time focusing on building your core
substance.PRINCIPLE 2 Start with the Hard Stuff in the Morning“The early bird catches the
worm” is an old mantra that stands the test of time. Early morning hours are peaceful and quiet.
It’s the perfect time alone. Since most people are not out of bed yet, that makes you feel a bit
proud. You pour yourself a nice cup of coffee and sit at your desk. “Ah,” you say, “it’s time to get
some work done.”So the question is, “What work should you concentrate on in these early
hours?”The hard stuff. What’s the hard stuff?From your to-do list . . .• It’s the work you least want
to do.• It’s the long result, not the low-hanging one.• It’s the work you usually say you’ll do in the
afternoon when you have a solid three or four hours to get a good bite at it.• It’s also work where
you need full attention.• It’s the work that is painful.• It’s the work you know least how to tackle.
Probably you need help. You need to launch it and think through.• It’s also work that later on, if
you don’t start early and delegate some of the tasks, you will be stuck doing all by yourself.Here
are some examples of the actual work:• Writing your executive summary• Creating work
packages and timelines for the next three months• Producing end output and goals• Drafting
important materials for a CEO or C-level executive workshop• Giving new inputs to team
members’ work• Drafting action e-mailsGenerally speaking, it’s work that requires invention,
creation, and imagination.It’s not . . .• Editing something• Proofreading a document• Adding a
couple of additional support sentences or slides to your presentation• Replying to e-mails or
requests• Menial tasks such as creating an e-mail contact list of all your project
membersGenerally speaking, it’s not changing, fixing, or destroying something.So when do you
complete the more mundane but necessary work—the changing, fixing, or destroying work? At
night! After a challenging day, you are usually quite exhausted by dinner. Even though it’s quiet
at night, you don’t have the mental capacity to go over output from team and clients, focus on
valuable work, raise difficult issues, do something creative, or think into the future. You just want
to relax your brain. It’s the best time to be engaged in the passive, less thinking-intensive
work.Creating a “get up early and go to sleep earlier” biorhythm will prove to be an important
habit for you to transition into a mainstream leader. A quick look into the daily wake-up time of 21
notable CEOs revealed that 80 percent of them wake up before 6 A.M.2 The earliest bird was
Fiat and Chrysler CEO Sergio Machione waking at 3:30 A.M. to deal with his counterparts in the
European market. Celebrity leaders Richard Branson of Virgin Group and Howard Schultz of
Starbucks wake up at 5:45 and 5:00 A.M. respectively.* They both exercise first thing.Now, think
about your aspiring leaders. What time do they send around e-mails? A lot of them in early



morning hours—except for those who ping you 24 hours a day, usually more in our line of work
than elsewhere. On one project, the head of Aftersales was so busy during the day that I could
only get a decent interaction going in these morning hours. He and I sat at 7:15 A.M. in the first-
floor coffee shop to discuss rising inventory and back-order issues. It was by far the most
efficient 30 minutes I’ve ever had. A couple of months back when I ran into him, he was still
impressed at that maneuver, and just because of that one incident we became good friends.
Lucky me! From an age standpoint, the younger you are, the more likely you will gain respect by
waking up early and getting things done. We’ve all been there and know it’s hard when you’re
young.Second, getting up early to do the hard stuff makes sense from a scientific standpoint.
Your body temperature usually fluctuates 0.5 C (0.9 F) during the day, with the lowest levels
around 4 or 5 A.M., and your mind (contrary to your body) works best when it’s cooler. Your body
temperature starts dropping from around 6:30 to 7:00 P.M. and continues to do so until it hits the
base at around 4:30 A.M. Then it starts rising again, signaling that it’s time to wake up! It will take
some time adjusting to the new schedule, but it will transform the way you work and produce
many times the current results.There are some mornings, however, when it’s incredibly hard to
concentrate or get going. You are up, but you don’t want to start. At times like this, here’s my
advice: No action e-mails. No giving input to team members’ work. No working on plans. At these
dire moments, start by reading. Pick up a business book (or a self-help book—I am a junkie at
this), and start reading your favorite passages. You will get the urge to work on the important
stuff within 5 to 10 minutes.PRINCIPLE 3 Catch Small Signals and Make a DifferenceWhat are
you good at? What are your strengths? I will give you a minute to write it down. I still remember a
homework training exercise I did a while ago in which the facilitator told us to write down 100
different adjectives describing who we were on a piece of paper. It was a laborious effort—trust
me, coming up with 100 positive words is not easy—but I did as instructed. In the end, she told
us we had to circle a few words that resembled us most, then choose one final word out of those.
Mine ended up being “interesting.” I liked to do interesting things, meet interesting people, go to
interesting places, and lead an interesting life. For example, I learned Chinese (my third
language) over many years out of curiosity about what it would be like to master a new language.
To my amazement, speaking Chinese now feels “innate”—that is, I have achieved critical
inflection points and mastered native-level pronunciation. Isn’t that interesting?People who rise
to leadership know more deeply who they are, what they are good at, and how to improve their
strengths. But there is another, more subtle difference that I want to share with you. This
technique sets leaders apart from others. At McKinsey, we focus on being distinctive.
Throughout our consulting life, we are forced to think about this phrase after every project
assessment (called the engagement performance review) and during our six-month review cycle
(called the semi-annual review). A rating of distinctive is the highest rating you can get. When
you are surrounded by people with outstanding skills, from top graduate programs, and who
have a fast learning curve, it’s really hard to show off or be distinctive by the traditional method of
“working hard.” It’s safe to say that almost everyone in your crowd got here because they have



worked extremely hard until now. So what else can you do?You can catch small signals and
make a huge difference. Does this sound familiar? Not surprisingly, it resembles the Pareto
principle, or the 80-20 rule. The Pareto principle, discovered by economist Vilfredo Pareto, states
that 20 percent of the input is responsible for 80 percent of the results. Pareto analysis is an
efficient problem-solving technique. For example, on a failure analysis I once conducted, I found
that 20 percent of the defective parts caused 80 percent of the engine malfunctions. But we
always stop using the Pareto principle in the context of problem solving. We never take it one
step further and apply it to our day-to-day life and our leadership careers. What if this thinking
can significantly enhance your chances of success?Once, an engagement manager told me
that she helped her client prepare a speech in English. Being fluent in both Chinese and English,
it was an easy task for her. She sat with the client and typed up in English what the client was
saying in Chinese, in real time. The client, who was worried about becoming a train wreck in the
presentation, thanked this engagement manager profusely. If the story just ended there, it
wouldn’t be so interesting. I forgot to add that this client was not even a core member of the
client team. She was in a high position at the client company, but they’d only met once in a
steering committee. What was amazing about this McKinsey colleague was that she happened
to catch a small distress signal from the client that she needed help. So, willingly and without
hesitation, she offered to help. Later, as the project moved forward, rumors spread that
McKinsey really helps clients above and beyond the call of duty. With such a simple effort, she
created a distinctive reputation both in the client’s mind and among McKinsey leaders.What I
took away from this engagement manager’s story is not just her ability to sense distress signals
but her overall sensitivity to smaller signs. Once in Hong Kong, at the British healthy fast-food
restaurant Pret A Manger, my colleagues were frantically debating the calorie consequences of
getting a chocolate chip cookie on top of the sandwiches and salads they’d ordered. After they
finished ordering without their cookies, they found out that the cashier had included two
chocolate chip cookies with each meal, courtesy of the store! One of the astonished colleagues
turned around and tried to pay, but the cashier just smiled and said, “Next time!” There’s little
doubt that those colleagues will again pay a visit to Pret A Manger when they go to Hong Kong,
and maybe elsewhere. That cashier, as it turns out, also knew the trick of catching small
signals.So, what can you do beginning tomorrow, using your strengths, to make a huge
difference from small things? I am interested to find out.PRINCIPLE 4 Have a 30-Second
Answer to EverythingTo impress someone fast, especially at the C level, short answers are
important. Over the years, I’ve come to call it the 30-second answer to everything.Being able to
coherently and quickly put together loads of information, say from multiple interview sessions, is
a rare ability. The synthesis can’t be too detailed but also not too broad or high level. You also
need to tailor the answer to your audience so that the hearers understand. Senior directors have
a rare ability to tweak wavelengths, instantly. This ability takes practice, but it’s something
tangible that you can start doing today.It starts by forming an answer beforehand. For example,
recently, I had lunch with a former CEO of a sports manufacturing company. We were talking



mostly about leadership development. Then he asked what else I was doing. I mentioned a
recent lecturing opportunity I had. He asked on what topic. I told him that it was related to the
organizational challenges faced in China. He asked, “So what are the organizational
challenges?” This answer could get long, so I first gave him options. I listed the four different
challenges with a quick sequential framework. He then zoomed in on the topic of “monetary
compensation is not the biggest factor why employee retention is a problem.” I had proposed
that at the end of the sentence because I knew he would be interested in the topic of retention,
training, and development.Let’s recap. It’s not realistic to try to convey much meaningful
information in a very short period of time. That’s why you need to learn certain rules. The first rule
is to understand the theory of “double-clicking.” It’s similar to when you read a comment or blurb
of a certain product on an e-commerce site or a short summary snippet of a bestselling book.
These tell you enough to get you interested but not nearly enough for you to know what’s
happening. So you end up clicking the link to find out more. In the same way, a 30-second
answer gives your listener the opportunity to keep refocusing the attention to the topic of his or
her interest.Second, you need to get in the habit of taking apart the main question. Let’s take
another example. The C-level executive asks, “How is the project coming along?” Immediately
you need to stand in the executive’s shoes. What does he or she want to know? It’s probably
going to be along the lines of the four detailed questions below.1. What is the overall project
status, good or bad?2. What are one or two examples that support the status?3. What do I plan
to do about any problems?4. What can the C-level executive do to help?Usually, the best way to
think about the detailed questions is to put them through an algebraic framework. What key
variables must be used in the equation to provide a meaningful output for the main question? As
a general guideline, using some form of “stakeholder, process, and timeline” can help to
structure the content.Third, you need to constantly think of your answer like a dartboard. You are
not starting from the innermost circle (the bull’s-eye) but from the outermost ring. From the
outermost ring you are trying to quickly hone into the center by giving the person easy-to-identify
cues in your answers. Thus answering a question becomes more like an exercise of “preempting
the question several steps beforehand,” as if you were playing a game of chess and reading the
opponent’s potential moves. Below are several reasons why you should practice the 30-second
answer:1. You develop a keen sense of what people want.PRAISE FORTHE MCKINSEY
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Giver, Not a ReceiverPRINCIPLE 25 Find the Best Intent in PeoplePRINCIPLE 26 Learn Team
Members’ Defining Moments and Personal SidesPRINCIPLE 27 Think of Everyone as a Helpful
Individual, Not a “Resource”PRINCIPLE 28 Go Out for a Meal with Interesting People Every
WeekUnderstandingPRINCIPLE 29 Consciously Gauge Your PeoplePRINCIPLE 30 Assign
Team Members Meaningful TasksPRINCIPLE 31 Create Followership Through Deliberate On-
the-Job CoachingPRINCIPLE 32 Deliver Feedback Using Positive CriticismPRINCIPLE
33 Please Your Assistants and Support StaffCHAPTER THREEExcelling in Process
ManagementProductivity Themes and EnablersPRINCIPLE 34 Always Prepare an Agenda
Before MeetingsPRINCIPLE 35 Create “Four Boxes” To DosPRINCIPLE 36 Focus on
Outcomes Not ActivitiesPRINCIPLE 37 Know Your Meeting Modes in AdvancePRINCIPLE
38 Proactively Manage E-mail Communication Using the 5D RulesPRINCIPLE 39 Speak Up as
Early as PossiblePRINCIPLE 40 Create a Minimalist Presentation Tool KitPRINCIPLE
41 Create an Easy-to-Use Template for UpdatesCHAPTER FOURGoing the Extra MileThe
Challenge to Achieve Lasting GrowthPRINCIPLE 42 Give Away Knowledge and Tools
UnsparinglyPRINCIPLE 43 Get Rid of Your Physical BarriersPRINCIPLE 44 Ask the Second
Order QuestionsPRINCIPLE 45 Learn to Write Fewer NotesPRINCIPLE 46 Prepare to Renew
Your LifePRINCIPLE 47 Create Your Own “Profile” as a LeaderCHAPTER FIVEBecome a
Thinker and a WriterThinking Sets Leaders ApartMarvin Bower on the Value of WritingAppendix
I: McKinsey StructureNotesIndexCONTENTSAcknowledgmentsIntroductionCHAPTER
ONEBuilding the Better SelfGet AheadPRINCIPLE 1 Focus on What Really
MattersPRINCIPLE 2 Start with the Hard Stuff in the MorningPRINCIPLE 3 Catch Small
Signals and Make a DifferencePRINCIPLE 4 Have a 30-Second Answer to
EverythingPRINCIPLE 5 Frontload Your ProjectPRINCIPLE 6 Create the Right End Output
ImageHang TightPRINCIPLE 7 Smile When You Are Under StressPRINCIPLE 8 Go Beyond



Your Self-Perceived LimitPRINCIPLE 9 Always Imagine the Worst-Case ScenarioPRINCIPLE
10 Start Following UpPRINCIPLE 11 Push Back with Less EmotionMultiple
ReflectionsPRINCIPLE 12 Be Flexible on the Perception of Your PassionPRINCIPLE 13 “What
Would Marvin Do?” Find Your Role ModelsPRINCIPLE 14 Know What Gives You the Most
Energy in Your DayPRINCIPLE 15 Go Jogging to Smell the FlowersPRINCIPLE 16 Create a
Commitment PlanCHAPTER TWOGrowing with OthersCommunicationPRINCIPLE 17 Always
Memorize the First Three Sentences of a PresentationPRINCIPLE 18 Communicate Using
Fewer WordsPRINCIPLE 19 Pause Three Seconds Before Answering Difficult
QuestionsPRINCIPLE 20 Question More and Talk LessPRINCIPLE 21 Turn No into
YesPRINCIPLE 22 Don’t Show Half-Baked OutputConnectionPRINCIPLE 23 Instantly Find a
Connection in the RoomPRINCIPLE 24 Be a Giver, Not a ReceiverPRINCIPLE 25 Find the
Best Intent in PeoplePRINCIPLE 26 Learn Team Members’ Defining Moments and Personal
SidesPRINCIPLE 27 Think of Everyone as a Helpful Individual, Not a “Resource”PRINCIPLE
28 Go Out for a Meal with Interesting People Every WeekUnderstandingPRINCIPLE 29
Consciously Gauge Your PeoplePRINCIPLE 30 Assign Team Members Meaningful
TasksPRINCIPLE 31 Create Followership Through Deliberate On-the-Job CoachingPRINCIPLE
32 Deliver Feedback Using Positive CriticismPRINCIPLE 33 Please Your Assistants and
Support StaffCHAPTER THREEExcelling in Process ManagementProductivity Themes and
EnablersPRINCIPLE 34 Always Prepare an Agenda Before MeetingsPRINCIPLE 35 Create
“Four Boxes” To DosPRINCIPLE 36 Focus on Outcomes Not ActivitiesPRINCIPLE 37 Know
Your Meeting Modes in AdvancePRINCIPLE 38 Proactively Manage E-mail Communication
Using the 5D RulesPRINCIPLE 39 Speak Up as Early as PossiblePRINCIPLE 40 Create a
Minimalist Presentation Tool KitPRINCIPLE 41 Create an Easy-to-Use Template for
UpdatesCHAPTER FOURGoing the Extra MileThe Challenge to Achieve Lasting
GrowthPRINCIPLE 42 Give Away Knowledge and Tools UnsparinglyPRINCIPLE 43 Get Rid of
Your Physical BarriersPRINCIPLE 44 Ask the Second Order QuestionsPRINCIPLE 45 Learn to
Write Fewer NotesPRINCIPLE 46 Prepare to Renew Your LifePRINCIPLE 47 Create Your Own
“Profile” as a LeaderCHAPTER FIVEBecome a Thinker and a WriterThinking Sets Leaders
ApartMarvin Bower on the Value of WritingAppendix I: McKinsey
StructureNotesIndexACKNOWLEDGMENTSI had written most of this book unknowingly over
the years. Then it took another intense one year and a half (outside the Firm) to further
synthesize, clean up and come up with more meaning and implications. It started with a
suggestion—that I publish this. Then it became a wish. I wished something like this existed for
me when I was learning: short, handy and practical. Then it became a reality. I was fortunately
able to find a publisher who also liked this idea.Aside from my own wisdom I learned at
McKinsey, I sought wonderful advice from talented individuals. At the onset, I wanted the
interviews to distill what I had learned and give a richer sense of what was more important. Then
as the interviews grew and details ensued, I truly found that these principles were converging. I
had somehow hit a plateau around 40 to 50. Every time I added beyond that, the principles



weren’t as forthcoming and concentrated. The more I carried the discussion forward, the more I
realized that the sweet number rested somewhere in between.I am grateful for the countless
number of meetings, interviews, and on-the-job coaching with the following individuals: (in
alphabetical order, McKinsey people are denoted with an asterisk)Peter Bradd, Diane
Ducarme,* Tim Fountaine,* Tina Hou,* Ulrich Huber,* James Huang, Laurent Kinet,* Genki
Oka,* Rajesh Parekh,* Felix Poh,* Dave Rogers,* Tak Sakamoto,* Jeongmin Seong,* Kai Shen,*
Roi Shigematsu,* Jonathan Woetzel,* Hagen Wulferth,* Karen Yeoh, Forrest Zhang,* and
Chanqing Zheng.* Others who gave me inspiration over the years include Wouter Aghina,*
Gwen Blandin,* Kimberly Borden,* Jason Chen,* Nao Iwatani,* Davis Lin,* Robert Mathis,*
Derrick Miu, Hyosoo Park,* Philipp Radtke,* and Bill Wiseman.*I cannot express in words how
much you each have given me in terms of time and intellectual wisdom. Your support and
thoughts enabled me to crystallize a much more refined end product. There are a few people I
want to give special thanks to: Jeongmin, for giving me invaluable advice on structuring. Also,
“Who else should I introduce for you?” really gave me the strengths to know I had one big
supporter. Diane, for brainstorming, slicing and dicing, many different principles. Also, “Do you
want to take this paper with you?” as I almost forgot on many occasions. Tim, for spending an
incredibly long morning discussing leadership in Sydney. Tim, I don’t know if I can be your book
mentor, but I am happy to talk about it, anytime (I am not revealing your secret idea to anyone,
yet).I also would like to thank my McGraw-Hill editor, Knox Huston, who did a superb job in
guiding me in spite of all the time differences. Also, for taking me through the nuts and bolts of
writing a compelling book. I wanted to be structured as much as possible, and you helped
accommodate that.I want to also thank my early readers: Yoon-Suk Choo and Derrick Miu. Yoon,
without your candid and timely feedback, I would have never been able to get past the first
milestone. Thank you for also helping me throughout the entire process, including the legal
advice. It was indeed a fabulous journey, don’t you think? I couldn’t have done it without you.
Derrick, thanks for your warm words of encouragement. You inspire me to do better. Thank you
both for being my best and ideal friends.Finally, I couldn’t have even fathomed this project
without my wife Carmen. I am forever in your debt. This has been one of my long-term
aspirations, and I am so fortunate to have such a loving and thoughtful partner. To my mom and
dad: thanks for letting me stay over at your sweet home in Hamamatsu while I refocused my
attention. You both make me believe that I can do anything with this life. My thanks also go out to
my brother, Tomo, for spiritual support (I think my long journey all started with your, “Take this
and just go to Taiwan” back in 2004), and David Roff, his best friend and author, who, by sharing
his experience on book writing, encouraged me to give it a try. I would also like to thank Christy,
Tom, Fengyang, and Xiumei for cheering me on.To all the locations that inspired me while on this
incredible journey: Tokyo, San Francisco, Toronto, New York, Taipei, Shanghai, Sydney, and
Queensland. Thanks!Lastly, good luck!ACKNOWLEDGMENTSI had written most of this book
unknowingly over the years. Then it took another intense one year and a half (outside the Firm)
to further synthesize, clean up and come up with more meaning and implications. It started with



a suggestion—that I publish this. Then it became a wish. I wished something like this existed for
me when I was learning: short, handy and practical. Then it became a reality. I was fortunately
able to find a publisher who also liked this idea.Aside from my own wisdom I learned at
McKinsey, I sought wonderful advice from talented individuals. At the onset, I wanted the
interviews to distill what I had learned and give a richer sense of what was more important. Then
as the interviews grew and details ensued, I truly found that these principles were converging. I
had somehow hit a plateau around 40 to 50. Every time I added beyond that, the principles
weren’t as forthcoming and concentrated. The more I carried the discussion forward, the more I
realized that the sweet number rested somewhere in between.I am grateful for the countless
number of meetings, interviews, and on-the-job coaching with the following individuals: (in
alphabetical order, McKinsey people are denoted with an asterisk)Peter Bradd, Diane
Ducarme,* Tim Fountaine,* Tina Hou,* Ulrich Huber,* James Huang, Laurent Kinet,* Genki
Oka,* Rajesh Parekh,* Felix Poh,* Dave Rogers,* Tak Sakamoto,* Jeongmin Seong,* Kai Shen,*
Roi Shigematsu,* Jonathan Woetzel,* Hagen Wulferth,* Karen Yeoh, Forrest Zhang,* and
Chanqing Zheng.* Others who gave me inspiration over the years include Wouter Aghina,*
Gwen Blandin,* Kimberly Borden,* Jason Chen,* Nao Iwatani,* Davis Lin,* Robert Mathis,*
Derrick Miu, Hyosoo Park,* Philipp Radtke,* and Bill Wiseman.*I cannot express in words how
much you each have given me in terms of time and intellectual wisdom. Your support and
thoughts enabled me to crystallize a much more refined end product. There are a few people I
want to give special thanks to: Jeongmin, for giving me invaluable advice on structuring. Also,
“Who else should I introduce for you?” really gave me the strengths to know I had one big
supporter. Diane, for brainstorming, slicing and dicing, many different principles. Also, “Do you
want to take this paper with you?” as I almost forgot on many occasions. Tim, for spending an
incredibly long morning discussing leadership in Sydney. Tim, I don’t know if I can be your book
mentor, but I am happy to talk about it, anytime (I am not revealing your secret idea to anyone,
yet).I also would like to thank my McGraw-Hill editor, Knox Huston, who did a superb job in
guiding me in spite of all the time differences. Also, for taking me through the nuts and bolts of
writing a compelling book. I wanted to be structured as much as possible, and you helped
accommodate that.I want to also thank my early readers: Yoon-Suk Choo and Derrick Miu. Yoon,
without your candid and timely feedback, I would have never been able to get past the first
milestone. Thank you for also helping me throughout the entire process, including the legal
advice. It was indeed a fabulous journey, don’t you think? I couldn’t have done it without you.
Derrick, thanks for your warm words of encouragement. You inspire me to do better. Thank you
both for being my best and ideal friends.Finally, I couldn’t have even fathomed this project
without my wife Carmen. I am forever in your debt. This has been one of my long-term
aspirations, and I am so fortunate to have such a loving and thoughtful partner. To my mom and
dad: thanks for letting me stay over at your sweet home in Hamamatsu while I refocused my
attention. You both make me believe that I can do anything with this life. My thanks also go out to
my brother, Tomo, for spiritual support (I think my long journey all started with your, “Take this



and just go to Taiwan” back in 2004), and David Roff, his best friend and author, who, by sharing
his experience on book writing, encouraged me to give it a try. I would also like to thank Christy,
Tom, Fengyang, and Xiumei for cheering me on.To all the locations that inspired me while on this
incredible journey: Tokyo, San Francisco, Toronto, New York, Taipei, Shanghai, Sydney, and
Queensland. Thanks!Lastly, good luck!INTRODUCTIONHow It Came to BeThere are people in
this world who are born gifted. They have photographic memory or they remember things for a
lifetime after hearing them only once. These people may not need to rely on written principles.
They absorb everything like sponges.I am the opposite. I need to jot everything down. From
general feedback sessions to pointers in meetings to keynote speech phrases to interesting
frameworks, I write everything down. I also try to invent different diagrams to make the
visualization and memorization easier. I keep two notebooks, in fact. One is a clean and tidy one
—learning purpose. The other is more scribbly and disorganized—daily purpose. Generally
speaking, people learn by studying. Then they put what they’ve studied (their knowledge) into
practice. Practice leads to experience. More experience leads to ability. Ability is the final stage
where you have mastered something that no one can take away from you.I entered McKinsey
(known as “the Firm”) in April 2008 as a business analyst. I made it to the next level by June
2010, a direct-to-associate (DTA) promotion at the Firm. Then I transferred offices and left for in
Asia, the fastest-growing social commerce company at the time, as one of the management
executives. There my salary tripled in less than a year to a high six-figure salary. But then I came
upon an idea of a secret wedding proposal business and founded my own company. It attracted
local TV and magazine attention in six months. It was one and only, occupying a unique niche
market. But, after a year and a half, I realized I still wanted to go back to McKinsey. I felt that I had
not finished learning the nitty-gritty details of project management at the world’s best place for
professional leadership. In less than a year after rejoining, I made engagement manager in
record time. It was a combination of determination and luck—or that was what I believed until the
winter of 2013.One chilly morning, I was sitting in the Firm’s office canteen going over my
learning notebook, or the “rulebook,” brushing phrases up, cleaning diagrams, and making
“synthesized rules” from my past project (aka engagement). I liked the peace and quiet of the
moment, sitting in a comfortable lounge chair and soaking up the morning sunlight. A colleague
stopped over and asked me what I was doing, so I told him. Then he raised my notebook and his
eyebrows at the same time. My colleague was amazed and suggested I publish my writing. It
was the first time I’d let anyone see it. Until that point, I’d always imagined everyone to be doing
the same thing.Initially I was a bit hesitant. I didn’t know if it was deep enough. Then slowly, as I
started going over my notebook, I thought maybe his suggestion wasn’t so strange. It seemed
like a very good reason to write a book—to share all the pieces of wisdom that I had collected
during my time at McKinsey.As this new project started taking shape, I also sought out other
amazing colleagues for advice. I thought, “What if they also had two or three burning rules that
made them extremely successful on their roads to leadership?” As expected, many had a few
golden rules they kept close at heart. Now, I was sure that I could create immense value in what I



was about to produce.In hindsight, the learning notebook was my reason for success.
Unknowingly, it enabled me to correct mistakes faster, preempt potential roadblocks, and get
ahead of the learning curve. Simply, it elevated me to a leadership position and got me thinking
faster. In a more general sense, the notebook told me not only what to do but how to do it.By
reading this book, hopefully, you can gain the same benefits. What is important is that you put
what you learn into use immediately. I always try to put my rules into action the following day or at
the next opportunity that comes around. Try to focus on what matters to you (the first principle of
the book is “Focus on What Really Matters”) now and rigorously put it into practice. It’s probably
not possible to master all of the principles at once. Create a plan and go batches at a time.
Lastly, keep in mind that practice equals experience, which leads to ability in the long run.Why
Should You Listen?McKinsey loves leaders.But, as the old saying goes, “Leaders are never
born, they’re made.”Before joining the Firm, I used to wonder why so many people from
consulting firms, especially from firms like McKinsey, made it to the top. Let me tell you some
numbers I found. Did you know that according to USA Today the odds of a McKinsey alumnus
becoming a CEO of a publicly traded company of market value over $2 billion are the highest in
the world, at 1 in 690? The runner-up didn’t even come close—at 1 in 2,150 (also another
consulting firm). In 2011, 150 McKinsey alumni had top spots in companies with annual sales of
over $1 billion. Not to mention that 70 McKinsey alumni have been CEOs of Fortune 500
companies in recent years, according to CNBC, which cited Duff McDonald, a New York–based
journalist and contributing editor for Fortune magazine. McKinsey is considered a CEO
launchpad by many aspiring leaders.1After joining the Firm, McKinsey consultants go through a
wide array of leadership training events. These week-long training events start very early,
beginning 9 to 12 months after a consultant joins the Firm. Then they repeat almost every year
for the next decade. The emphasis is not merely on teaching different types of tools, processes,
and problem-solving techniques for leaders but on engraining the awareness of leadership early
on. Ultimately, I have learned that the biggest obstacle for many people is that they are not
sufficiently self-actualized to realize that they could become leaders. McKinsey sets different
forms of leadership out on the table early on: “client leadership,” “problem-solving leadership,”
“team leadership,” “knowledge or functional leadership,” and “entrepreneurial leadership” to help
consultants build strengths and discover weaknesses (McKinsey calls it “development needs”)
faster. These different categories of leadership are helpful because they slice the necessary
individual growth attributes in a meaningful and simple-to-understand way.One common
stereotype of a leader is someone who can stand up on stage and deliver a captivating speech,
or who is calm and composed in times of crisis, or who is willing to go out of his or her way to
help others. These are important qualities, but there’s really no one way of defining what makes
a good leader. Take Apple for example. Tim Cook, the successor of Steve Jobs, is not a
particularly inspiring public speaker. He is a steadfast operations guru with his calm demeanor to
push things through. Steve Jobs, needless to say, was the visionary pitchman. Since Jobs’s
passing, Apple’s behemoth market cap has continued to grow, almost doubling,* with a very



different and unique leadership profile.2 According to many McKinsey consultants, engagement
managers and principals alike, it’s hardly the case that they meet principals and directors that
are very similar to one another.Leaders come in different colors. Some leaders don’t like to
speak in front of a large audience but still do a great job on the line. Therefore, you are better off
if you are exposed to many different types of leaders during your apprenticeship years. This is
one of the reasons why McKinsey consultants can grow to be prominent leaders (recall 1 in 690)
—almost every project consultant gets to work with different internal senior leaders and client
executives.The Hardest TransitionFor a lot of people, the associate to engagement manager
transition is the most challenging and unforgettable experience. It’s no secret. “My first study as
an engagement manager was literally a nightmare,” a senior director said in an interview. “I was
staffed on a transportation client with an ED (engagement director) who absolutely had too
much on his hands, an associate who was a bit of a psychopath, and another associate who
wouldn’t listen to a word I said. I was this first-time manager and struggling to keep everyone
alive. Even after so many years, the experience brings back so many horrifying memories,” he
laughed. Another principal said, “My first study was memorable. I had an associate that was a bit
off. When I told him to come back with some synthesis on past interviews, he came back with 50
one-line syntheses of all the interviews. When I saw that, I just knew my weekend was blown. It
wasn’t that he lacked a good mindset; instead, he was just off, if you know what I mean.” These
stories are not uncommon. For the first time in many people’s lives they were (like it or not) in full
charge of everything and helplessly out of control at the same time. From end output
deliverables to designing optimal work processes, from assigning meaningful tasks to helping
individuals stay personally motivated, from thinking day in and day out about client needs (as
one other director puts it, “Even in the shower!”) to taking on rapid-fire update inputs from senior
leaders—it was overwhelming. There was no hiding behind anyone’s shoulders. You had to be
the first person to walk in the team room and the last one to go. People looked to you for
directions, and it had to be “ready and practical.” But like most first timers, the experience takes a
steep nosedive at first. As a result, the survivor learns the survival tactics. But more important,
according to many senior executive leaders and McKinsey principals and directors, the
foundational leadership principles stick with you and stay consistent until you reach the top. You
will see plenty of these examples in this book.Structure of the BookThis book is structured into
five main sections.Building the Self, as the name suggests, focuses on self-improvement. The
section is split into three thematic areas: Get Ahead, Hang Tight, and Multiple Reflections. There
are many interesting mini-themes throughout the book. But the core of personal victory boils
down to a few simple things. You need to think ahead. You need ways to deal with tough times.
You need to have a heart to reflect more so you can optimize your future success.Growing with
Others focuses on how to influence your team and other stakeholders. Leadership transition is
learning on one hand your growth needs but on the other hand, and more important,
stakeholders’ needs. The three important themes here are communication, connection, and
understanding. When you want your team members to grow, the key is to put in more effort than



you would normally give for yourself. This is how hard you should work at growing
others.Excelling in Process Management is about productivity themes. I’ve managed to include
a few enablers—tools that help you structure and complement your current work process. In
becoming a highly structured and process-driven person, it’s important to execute the basics
right. That is why you will see overly intuitive principles at first glance. Yet, as the saying goes,
“Most [seemingly] simple things are the most difficult to execute.”Going the Extra Mile, the fourth
chapter, focuses on six advanced principles. They require deliberation. The last two, Prepare to
Renew Your Life and Start to Create Your Own “Profile” as a Leader, are especially important
throughout your entire career. You will need to develop these thoughts as early as possible but
also be ready to change them along the way.Become a Thinker and a Writer, the fifth and final
chapter, ties all the principles together into a single theme: Thinking Sets Leaders Apart. Enrich
your world by asking the how and why questions. Then, as a way to internalize your thinking, put
these thoughts on paper. Marvin Bower, the founding father of management consulting, says
good writing empowers you to distill and crystallize your thoughts.The success principles in this
book should not be hard to put in practice. (If they were, it would mean I did not do a good job
explaining them.) The correct way to think is that these principles are immediately
implementable from tomorrow, but each principle will take time to develop into an actual ability.
The general thought framework I have used is to first describe what each principle is, then why
it’s important, how it should be done, and when, where, or in what situations it may be most
applicable. A master coach with over two decades of experience coaching top executives once
told me that accomplishing great things requires “setting an extremely low bar” so that it is easily
attainable at first. For example, instead of saying you will go exercise five times a week to lose
weight, just say you will go once a week. If even this sounds difficult, then say, I will go walking
once a week instead of taking the cab or subway on my way home from work, and so on. It’s the
incremental move that is important, he stressed. Therefore, these principles should be managed
the same way. Take small steps to make the giant leadership leap in the end.Now, let the curtain
rise!INTRODUCTIONHow It Came to BeThere are people in this world who are born gifted. They
have photographic memory or they remember things for a lifetime after hearing them only once.
These people may not need to rely on written principles. They absorb everything like sponges.I
am the opposite. I need to jot everything down. From general feedback sessions to pointers in
meetings to keynote speech phrases to interesting frameworks, I write everything down. I also
try to invent different diagrams to make the visualization and memorization easier. I keep two
notebooks, in fact. One is a clean and tidy one—learning purpose. The other is more scribbly
and disorganized—daily purpose. Generally speaking, people learn by studying. Then they put
what they’ve studied (their knowledge) into practice. Practice leads to experience. More
experience leads to ability. Ability is the final stage where you have mastered something that no
one can take away from you.I entered McKinsey (known as “the Firm”) in April 2008 as a
business analyst. I made it to the next level by June 2010, a direct-to-associate (DTA) promotion
at the Firm. Then I transferred offices and left for in Asia, the fastest-growing social commerce



company at the time, as one of the management executives. There my salary tripled in less than
a year to a high six-figure salary. But then I came upon an idea of a secret wedding proposal
business and founded my own company. It attracted local TV and magazine attention in six
months. It was one and only, occupying a unique niche market. But, after a year and a half, I
realized I still wanted to go back to McKinsey. I felt that I had not finished learning the nitty-gritty
details of project management at the world’s best place for professional leadership. In less than
a year after rejoining, I made engagement manager in record time. It was a combination of
determination and luck—or that was what I believed until the winter of 2013.One chilly morning, I
was sitting in the Firm’s office canteen going over my learning notebook, or the “rulebook,”
brushing phrases up, cleaning diagrams, and making “synthesized rules” from my past project
(aka engagement). I liked the peace and quiet of the moment, sitting in a comfortable lounge
chair and soaking up the morning sunlight. A colleague stopped over and asked me what I was
doing, so I told him. Then he raised my notebook and his eyebrows at the same time. My
colleague was amazed and suggested I publish my writing. It was the first time I’d let anyone see
it. Until that point, I’d always imagined everyone to be doing the same thing.Initially I was a bit
hesitant. I didn’t know if it was deep enough. Then slowly, as I started going over my notebook, I
thought maybe his suggestion wasn’t so strange. It seemed like a very good reason to write a
book—to share all the pieces of wisdom that I had collected during my time at McKinsey.As this
new project started taking shape, I also sought out other amazing colleagues for advice. I
thought, “What if they also had two or three burning rules that made them extremely successful
on their roads to leadership?” As expected, many had a few golden rules they kept close at
heart. Now, I was sure that I could create immense value in what I was about to produce.In
hindsight, the learning notebook was my reason for success. Unknowingly, it enabled me to
correct mistakes faster, preempt potential roadblocks, and get ahead of the learning curve.
Simply, it elevated me to a leadership position and got me thinking faster. In a more general
sense, the notebook told me not only what to do but how to do it.By reading this book, hopefully,
you can gain the same benefits. What is important is that you put what you learn into use
immediately. I always try to put my rules into action the following day or at the next opportunity
that comes around. Try to focus on what matters to you (the first principle of the book is “Focus
on What Really Matters”) now and rigorously put it into practice. It’s probably not possible to
master all of the principles at once. Create a plan and go batches at a time. Lastly, keep in mind
that practice equals experience, which leads to ability in the long run.Why Should You Listen?
McKinsey loves leaders.But, as the old saying goes, “Leaders are never born, they’re
made.”Before joining the Firm, I used to wonder why so many people from consulting firms,
especially from firms like McKinsey, made it to the top. Let me tell you some numbers I found.
Did you know that according to USA Today the odds of a McKinsey alumnus becoming a CEO of
a publicly traded company of market value over $2 billion are the highest in the world, at 1 in
690? The runner-up didn’t even come close—at 1 in 2,150 (also another consulting firm). In
2011, 150 McKinsey alumni had top spots in companies with annual sales of over $1 billion. Not



to mention that 70 McKinsey alumni have been CEOs of Fortune 500 companies in recent years,
according to CNBC, which cited Duff McDonald, a New York–based journalist and contributing
editor for Fortune magazine. McKinsey is considered a CEO launchpad by many aspiring
leaders.1After joining the Firm, McKinsey consultants go through a wide array of leadership
training events. These week-long training events start very early, beginning 9 to 12 months after
a consultant joins the Firm. Then they repeat almost every year for the next decade. The
emphasis is not merely on teaching different types of tools, processes, and problem-solving
techniques for leaders but on engraining the awareness of leadership early on. Ultimately, I have
learned that the biggest obstacle for many people is that they are not sufficiently self-actualized
to realize that they could become leaders. McKinsey sets different forms of leadership out on the
table early on: “client leadership,” “problem-solving leadership,” “team leadership,” “knowledge or
functional leadership,” and “entrepreneurial leadership” to help consultants build strengths and
discover weaknesses (McKinsey calls it “development needs”) faster. These different categories
of leadership are helpful because they slice the necessary individual growth attributes in a
meaningful and simple-to-understand way.One common stereotype of a leader is someone who
can stand up on stage and deliver a captivating speech, or who is calm and composed in times
of crisis, or who is willing to go out of his or her way to help others. These are important qualities,
but there’s really no one way of defining what makes a good leader. Take Apple for example. Tim
Cook, the successor of Steve Jobs, is not a particularly inspiring public speaker. He is a
steadfast operations guru with his calm demeanor to push things through. Steve Jobs, needless
to say, was the visionary pitchman. Since Jobs’s passing, Apple’s behemoth market cap has
continued to grow, almost doubling,* with a very different and unique leadership profile.2
According to many McKinsey consultants, engagement managers and principals alike, it’s
hardly the case that they meet principals and directors that are very similar to one
another.Leaders come in different colors. Some leaders don’t like to speak in front of a large
audience but still do a great job on the line. Therefore, you are better off if you are exposed to
many different types of leaders during your apprenticeship years. This is one of the reasons why
McKinsey consultants can grow to be prominent leaders (recall 1 in 690)—almost every project
consultant gets to work with different internal senior leaders and client executives.The Hardest
TransitionFor a lot of people, the associate to engagement manager transition is the most
challenging and unforgettable experience. It’s no secret. “My first study as an engagement
manager was literally a nightmare,” a senior director said in an interview. “I was staffed on a
transportation client with an ED (engagement director) who absolutely had too much on his
hands, an associate who was a bit of a psychopath, and another associate who wouldn’t listen
to a word I said. I was this first-time manager and struggling to keep everyone alive. Even after
so many years, the experience brings back so many horrifying memories,” he laughed. Another
principal said, “My first study was memorable. I had an associate that was a bit off. When I told
him to come back with some synthesis on past interviews, he came back with 50 one-line
syntheses of all the interviews. When I saw that, I just knew my weekend was blown. It wasn’t



that he lacked a good mindset; instead, he was just off, if you know what I mean.” These stories
are not uncommon. For the first time in many people’s lives they were (like it or not) in full charge
of everything and helplessly out of control at the same time. From end output deliverables to
designing optimal work processes, from assigning meaningful tasks to helping individuals stay
personally motivated, from thinking day in and day out about client needs (as one other director
puts it, “Even in the shower!”) to taking on rapid-fire update inputs from senior leaders—it was
overwhelming. There was no hiding behind anyone’s shoulders. You had to be the first person to
walk in the team room and the last one to go. People looked to you for directions, and it had to be
“ready and practical.” But like most first timers, the experience takes a steep nosedive at first. As
a result, the survivor learns the survival tactics. But more important, according to many senior
executive leaders and McKinsey principals and directors, the foundational leadership principles
stick with you and stay consistent until you reach the top. You will see plenty of these examples
in this book.Structure of the BookThis book is structured into five main sections.Building the
Self, as the name suggests, focuses on self-improvement. The section is split into three thematic
areas: Get Ahead, Hang Tight, and Multiple Reflections. There are many interesting mini-themes
throughout the book. But the core of personal victory boils down to a few simple things. You
need to think ahead. You need ways to deal with tough times. You need to have a heart to reflect
more so you can optimize your future success.Growing with Others focuses on how to influence
your team and other stakeholders. Leadership transition is learning on one hand your growth
needs but on the other hand, and more important, stakeholders’ needs. The three important
themes here are communication, connection, and understanding. When you want your team
members to grow, the key is to put in more effort than you would normally give for yourself. This
is how hard you should work at growing others.Excelling in Process Management is about
productivity themes. I’ve managed to include a few enablers—tools that help you structure and
complement your current work process. In becoming a highly structured and process-driven
person, it’s important to execute the basics right. That is why you will see overly intuitive
principles at first glance. Yet, as the saying goes, “Most [seemingly] simple things are the most
difficult to execute.”Going the Extra Mile, the fourth chapter, focuses on six advanced principles.
They require deliberation. The last two, Prepare to Renew Your Life and Start to Create Your
Own “Profile” as a Leader, are especially important throughout your entire career. You will need
to develop these thoughts as early as possible but also be ready to change them along the
way.Become a Thinker and a Writer, the fifth and final chapter, ties all the principles together into
a single theme: Thinking Sets Leaders Apart. Enrich your world by asking the how and why
questions. Then, as a way to internalize your thinking, put these thoughts on paper. Marvin
Bower, the founding father of management consulting, says good writing empowers you to distill
and crystallize your thoughts.The success principles in this book should not be hard to put in
practice. (If they were, it would mean I did not do a good job explaining them.) The correct way to
think is that these principles are immediately implementable from tomorrow, but each principle
will take time to develop into an actual ability. The general thought framework I have used is to



first describe what each principle is, then why it’s important, how it should be done, and when,
where, or in what situations it may be most applicable. A master coach with over two decades of
experience coaching top executives once told me that accomplishing great things requires
“setting an extremely low bar” so that it is easily attainable at first. For example, instead of saying
you will go exercise five times a week to lose weight, just say you will go once a week. If even
this sounds difficult, then say, I will go walking once a week instead of taking the cab or subway
on my way home from work, and so on. It’s the incremental move that is important, he stressed.
Therefore, these principles should be managed the same way. Take small steps to make the
giant leadership leap in the end.Now, let the curtain rise!* On October 4, 2011, a day before
Steve Jobs’s passing, Apple’s market cap was at $346 billion; on November 26, 2014, it was
$698 billion (highest in the past five years). To put this into perspective, Google’s market cap on
November 26, 2014, was at $367 billion and Microsoft was $394 billion.* On October 4, 2011, a
day before Steve Jobs’s passing, Apple’s market cap was at $346 billion; on November 26,
2014, it was $698 billion (highest in the past five years). To put this into perspective, Google’s
market cap on November 26, 2014, was at $367 billion and Microsoft was $394
billion.CHAPTER ONEBuilding the Better SelfThere’s a difference between knowing the path
and walking the path.*—MORPHEUS, FROM THE MATRIXThis chapter, focuses on
fundamental self-improvement. Contrary to the typical approach to improvement—fixating on
just your faults and weaknesses and remedying them as you go along—the principles here
focus on a more proactive approach. This way you can maximize your strengths. Until I reached
a certain level of maturity, I used to think of growth as a random journey. It may fortunately work
for some but not for others. But later I realized it’s a lot better if you can create your own structure
and rigor for self-improvement.For me, that rigor is in three areas, which I call get ahead, hang
tight, and multiple reflections.CHAPTER ONEBuilding the Better SelfThere’s a difference
between knowing the path and walking the path.*—MORPHEUS, FROM THE MATRIXThis
chapter, focuses on fundamental self-improvement. Contrary to the typical approach to
improvement—fixating on just your faults and weaknesses and remedying them as you go along
—the principles here focus on a more proactive approach. This way you can maximize your
strengths. Until I reached a certain level of maturity, I used to think of growth as a random
journey. It may fortunately work for some but not for others. But later I realized it’s a lot better if
you can create your own structure and rigor for self-improvement.For me, that rigor is in three
areas, which I call get ahead, hang tight, and multiple reflections.Get AheadIn “get ahead” there
are six principles. Below, I have synthesized the core messages in one line.PRINCIPLE 1Focus
on What Really Matters. Constantly have a razor-sharp awareness of what you are doing and
how it is adding value to you or to your problems.PRINCIPLE 2Start with the Hard Stuff in the
Morning. Work on the hard and painful tasks in the morning to deliver productive
output.PRINCIPLE 3Catch Small Signals and Make a Difference. Apply the Pareto analysis or
80-20 rule to your everyday life.PRINCIPLE 4Have a 30-Second Answer to Everything. Form an
answer beforehand by mastering the “double-clicking” technique and coming up with short



answers.PRINCIPLE 5Frontload Your Project. Build the necessary trust and credibility by
completing work as much as possible during the first week, following the basket of
essentials.PRINCIPLE 6Create the Right End Output Image. Try to get in the habit of creating
the end output image aggressively to earn various stakeholders’ trust early on.PRINCIPLE 1
Focus on What Really MattersMcKinsey charts are not very colorful. The text size is the same
throughout except for the title. The fonts follow either the client’s format or Times New Roman,
and footnotes follow a specific rule. Graphs and diagrams also have standardized templates.
One chart, one message, one format. Nothing fancy. It’s because we want the recipient to focus
on one thing: the implication. Everything else will deter this effort. McKinsey consultants are
extremely careful over a single word or a phrase because that really matters.To a CEO, numbers
matter most. Mark Hurd, co-CEO of Oracle Corporation, said he learned from his boss at NCR,
a global company in consumer transaction technologies, that it doesn’t matter how gracefully
you deliver a presentation. In the end, if your numbers “suck,” there’s not much to say. His best
advice is to focus on “underlying substance.”1Almost everyone who enters the Firm’s gate
relearns what he or she has previously learned and been proud of back in MBA training or in
other companies regarding how to draw charts. Instead of catchy and animated callouts, they
learn to use a blank callout text box with an arrow pointed to a “manlike figure” made up of a
circle and an isosceles triangle. Rather than using size 12 and 24 fonts to accentuate an
important point, the entire page is reduced to an even font of 14. They no longer use green text
to show that something is good to go but instead a green traffic light made up of three circles
aligned vertically. Everyone picks up the essence of what’s important on a chart.As you
transcend or think about the next leadership horizon, you need to focus on what really matters
for that position. At McKinsey, you go through a course specifically targeted to build “problem-
solving leaders.” Here we learn about staying ahead of the problem and leading by bringing
together different stakeholders. In this position, we often get asked by principals and directors,
“Can you update me on the current status?” This is another way of saying, “Tell me what really
matters on this project in 30 seconds.” Therefore, it’s imperative to synthesize and regularly play
back in your head the problem, the current solution, and the proposed approach in terms of
milestones, people, and timeline.What really matters can be different from industry to industry.
For the automotive industry, it’s safety and design. For the pharmaceutical industry, it’s the
effectiveness of the drug, how fast it works, and how long it lasts. For a headhunting company,
it’s the candidate’s average length of stay at his or her newly appointed jobs. For consulting, it’s
the message (so what?) and the estimated impact that implication brings—consultants arrive at
this message and impact through following a series of problem-solving steps. In McKinsey’s
case, it involves: (1) identifying the problem, (2) structuring the problem (making sure all the
issues are covered by using a MECE, mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive, approach),
(3) prioritizing and eliminating unnecessary problems, (4) creating the analysis and work plan,
(5) conducting the analysis, (6) synthesizing to derive meaningful results, (7) delivering the right
communication message. In the end, the message needs to be tailored to fit the client context



(capability, resource, and execution power) to lead to any tangible impact. In many cases, it’s
possible to list out multiple things that matter, but the important thing is to distinguish what
matters most to the problem at hand. For automotive, it may additionally be ergonomics, fuel
efficiency, and product launch time on top of safety and design. For one client, the issue was
how to build and finish a car in the next 36 months. Thus, what became the most important
matter was product concept to launch time. The team accessed and analyzed the top five
automakers’ product launch schedules. The winner turned out to be Toyota with the shortest at
24 months—and the slowest was 40 months, a gap that is hard to believe! Logically, the next
question became, why? It was attributable to the number of platforms each automaker had.
Toyota had the fewest. It built most of its cars on the same platform, all around the globe. It
forced the design to fit a particular platform mold and thereby eliminated the longer design
concept to platform path. That knowledge for our client was gold. It was what really
mattered.When you focus your efforts on important cornerstone areas, other things start falling
into place. Successful entrepreneurs say don’t worry about what you’re going to call your
company. The right name will pop up once your product or service idea is on the verge of
release. Yet, so many people still dwell on insignificant things like the name, logo, and how the
business card will look. Those are important but less meaningful, especially in the beginning.
Focusing on what really matters will help streamline your journey. In this case, focus on creating
the core services of your business. Test them out. Iterate with as many people as you can.
Challenge any doubts or premonitions you may have. Usually a clear alarm should go off when
you hear yourself saying, “I will start on this when the business gets rolling.” Ask immediately,
“Can I do it now? Why not?” Then take the necessary incremental steps forward. Usually this will
come in the form of decision making, closing outputs, or narrowing the solution space. Whether
it’s directly related to your work, personal projects, skill enhancement, health, or relationships,
try to seek what matters most in that area all the time.How might you accomplish this focus and
prioritization? There are three ways to cut to the chase: (1) using the sense of urgency and
deadline, (2) creating or following the critical path, and (3) linking it to the money.First and
easiest is to work on are the urgent items with tighter deadlines. In your head, without jotting
anything down, you should roughly have the time it takes to complete a certain task. Although
your estimate may be off at times, it is still a good place to start by eliminating those items that
are far out into the future. When you do, take an objective stance. Consider the company logo,
for example. It may seem important and urgent, but in reality it’s not. These logos change all the
time, and hence, you should just leave it alone for a while. Think Google. It really has no set logo
and frequently changes its home search page look.Second, understand the critical path to get to
your goal. At McKinsey, during a marketing or branding study, we sometimes run an exercise
called the consumer decision journey. This exercise tries to figure out where, how, and why
consumers arrive at the decision to buy a particular product. We derive insights by gaining both
an external and internal perspective of the target consumers. Externally, we run and analyze a
consumer survey based on initial consideration, various online and offline touch points, timing of



those interventions, consumer-led research, and other factors. Internally, we map out how the
rational mind arrives at making such decisions, which we call the consumer decision tree. For
example, if you were to buy a new TV, we would look at each of the five or six variables important
to you as a consumer and rank them: price, brand, size, type (LCD/LED or OLED), and other
functionalities such as HD. In this case, typically you will first think about the size of the TV. Then
it splits to either price or brand, or you might adjust the size based on price and brand. These
decisions are the branches of the “tree.” When you consider what matters in any situation, it is
important to keep this kind of decision tree in your mind.Third, think about linking the task
directly to its financial impact. This is the most straightforward yet remarkably precise method for
most people. In other words, it’s the key performance indicator (KPI) or the “meat” of what you
are doing. For example, writers like to read. They also like to research. I sometimes get carried
away and absorbed in—or distracted by, depending on how you look at it—some topic for an
insane amount of my time. Yet, it is producing written content on paper that actually indicates
progress. It is the only way to reach the end product. Writers get paid to write. Thus, spending
three hours on research and writing three sentences on paper means I didn’t get much work
done. It sounds intuitive, but a lot of us miss this point. Just like musicians need to produce
music but may listen to other artists for inspiration, you should know what tasks directly link to
the money. It is by far the most obvious way to focus on what really matters.Even as you read this
book, focus on principles that matter to you. It will be impossible to go through all of the
principles at once. Try to tackle them one at a time focusing on building your core
substance.PRINCIPLE 2 Start with the Hard Stuff in the Morning“The early bird catches the
worm” is an old mantra that stands the test of time. Early morning hours are peaceful and quiet.
It’s the perfect time alone. Since most people are not out of bed yet, that makes you feel a bit
proud. You pour yourself a nice cup of coffee and sit at your desk. “Ah,” you say, “it’s time to get
some work done.”So the question is, “What work should you concentrate on in these early
hours?”The hard stuff. What’s the hard stuff?From your to-do list . . .• It’s the work you least want
to do.• It’s the long result, not the low-hanging one.• It’s the work you usually say you’ll do in the
afternoon when you have a solid three or four hours to get a good bite at it.• It’s also work where
you need full attention.• It’s the work that is painful.• It’s the work you know least how to tackle.
Probably you need help. You need to launch it and think through.• It’s also work that later on, if
you don’t start early and delegate some of the tasks, you will be stuck doing all by yourself.Here
are some examples of the actual work:• Writing your executive summary• Creating work
packages and timelines for the next three months• Producing end output and goals• Drafting
important materials for a CEO or C-level executive workshop• Giving new inputs to team
members’ work• Drafting action e-mailsGenerally speaking, it’s work that requires invention,
creation, and imagination.It’s not . . .• Editing something• Proofreading a document• Adding a
couple of additional support sentences or slides to your presentation• Replying to e-mails or
requests• Menial tasks such as creating an e-mail contact list of all your project
membersGenerally speaking, it’s not changing, fixing, or destroying something.So when do you



complete the more mundane but necessary work—the changing, fixing, or destroying work? At
night! After a challenging day, you are usually quite exhausted by dinner. Even though it’s quiet
at night, you don’t have the mental capacity to go over output from team and clients, focus on
valuable work, raise difficult issues, do something creative, or think into the future. You just want
to relax your brain. It’s the best time to be engaged in the passive, less thinking-intensive
work.Creating a “get up early and go to sleep earlier” biorhythm will prove to be an important
habit for you to transition into a mainstream leader. A quick look into the daily wake-up time of 21
notable CEOs revealed that 80 percent of them wake up before 6 A.M.2 The earliest bird was
Fiat and Chrysler CEO Sergio Machione waking at 3:30 A.M. to deal with his counterparts in the
European market. Celebrity leaders Richard Branson of Virgin Group and Howard Schultz of
Starbucks wake up at 5:45 and 5:00 A.M. respectively.* They both exercise first thing.Now, think
about your aspiring leaders. What time do they send around e-mails? A lot of them in early
morning hours—except for those who ping you 24 hours a day, usually more in our line of work
than elsewhere. On one project, the head of Aftersales was so busy during the day that I could
only get a decent interaction going in these morning hours. He and I sat at 7:15 A.M. in the first-
floor coffee shop to discuss rising inventory and back-order issues. It was by far the most
efficient 30 minutes I’ve ever had. A couple of months back when I ran into him, he was still
impressed at that maneuver, and just because of that one incident we became good friends.
Lucky me! From an age standpoint, the younger you are, the more likely you will gain respect by
waking up early and getting things done. We’ve all been there and know it’s hard when you’re
young.Second, getting up early to do the hard stuff makes sense from a scientific standpoint.
Your body temperature usually fluctuates 0.5 C (0.9 F) during the day, with the lowest levels
around 4 or 5 A.M., and your mind (contrary to your body) works best when it’s cooler. Your body
temperature starts dropping from around 6:30 to 7:00 P.M. and continues to do so until it hits the
base at around 4:30 A.M. Then it starts rising again, signaling that it’s time to wake up! It will take
some time adjusting to the new schedule, but it will transform the way you work and produce
many times the current results.There are some mornings, however, when it’s incredibly hard to
concentrate or get going. You are up, but you don’t want to start. At times like this, here’s my
advice: No action e-mails. No giving input to team members’ work. No working on plans. At these
dire moments, start by reading. Pick up a business book (or a self-help book—I am a junkie at
this), and start reading your favorite passages. You will get the urge to work on the important
stuff within 5 to 10 minutes.PRINCIPLE 3 Catch Small Signals and Make a DifferenceWhat are
you good at? What are your strengths? I will give you a minute to write it down. I still remember a
homework training exercise I did a while ago in which the facilitator told us to write down 100
different adjectives describing who we were on a piece of paper. It was a laborious effort—trust
me, coming up with 100 positive words is not easy—but I did as instructed. In the end, she told
us we had to circle a few words that resembled us most, then choose one final word out of those.
Mine ended up being “interesting.” I liked to do interesting things, meet interesting people, go to
interesting places, and lead an interesting life. For example, I learned Chinese (my third



language) over many years out of curiosity about what it would be like to master a new language.
To my amazement, speaking Chinese now feels “innate”—that is, I have achieved critical
inflection points and mastered native-level pronunciation. Isn’t that interesting?People who rise
to leadership know more deeply who they are, what they are good at, and how to improve their
strengths. But there is another, more subtle difference that I want to share with you. This
technique sets leaders apart from others. At McKinsey, we focus on being distinctive.
Throughout our consulting life, we are forced to think about this phrase after every project
assessment (called the engagement performance review) and during our six-month review cycle
(called the semi-annual review). A rating of distinctive is the highest rating you can get. When
you are surrounded by people with outstanding skills, from top graduate programs, and who
have a fast learning curve, it’s really hard to show off or be distinctive by the traditional method of
“working hard.” It’s safe to say that almost everyone in your crowd got here because they have
worked extremely hard until now. So what else can you do?You can catch small signals and
make a huge difference. Does this sound familiar? Not surprisingly, it resembles the Pareto
principle, or the 80-20 rule. The Pareto principle, discovered by economist Vilfredo Pareto, states
that 20 percent of the input is responsible for 80 percent of the results. Pareto analysis is an
efficient problem-solving technique. For example, on a failure analysis I once conducted, I found
that 20 percent of the defective parts caused 80 percent of the engine malfunctions. But we
always stop using the Pareto principle in the context of problem solving. We never take it one
step further and apply it to our day-to-day life and our leadership careers. What if this thinking
can significantly enhance your chances of success?Once, an engagement manager told me
that she helped her client prepare a speech in English. Being fluent in both Chinese and English,
it was an easy task for her. She sat with the client and typed up in English what the client was
saying in Chinese, in real time. The client, who was worried about becoming a train wreck in the
presentation, thanked this engagement manager profusely. If the story just ended there, it
wouldn’t be so interesting. I forgot to add that this client was not even a core member of the
client team. She was in a high position at the client company, but they’d only met once in a
steering committee. What was amazing about this McKinsey colleague was that she happened
to catch a small distress signal from the client that she needed help. So, willingly and without
hesitation, she offered to help. Later, as the project moved forward, rumors spread that
McKinsey really helps clients above and beyond the call of duty. With such a simple effort, she
created a distinctive reputation both in the client’s mind and among McKinsey leaders.What I
took away from this engagement manager’s story is not just her ability to sense distress signals
but her overall sensitivity to smaller signs. Once in Hong Kong, at the British healthy fast-food
restaurant Pret A Manger, my colleagues were frantically debating the calorie consequences of
getting a chocolate chip cookie on top of the sandwiches and salads they’d ordered. After they
finished ordering without their cookies, they found out that the cashier had included two
chocolate chip cookies with each meal, courtesy of the store! One of the astonished colleagues
turned around and tried to pay, but the cashier just smiled and said, “Next time!” There’s little



doubt that those colleagues will again pay a visit to Pret A Manger when they go to Hong Kong,
and maybe elsewhere. That cashier, as it turns out, also knew the trick of catching small
signals.So, what can you do beginning tomorrow, using your strengths, to make a huge
difference from small things? I am interested to find out.PRINCIPLE 4 Have a 30-Second
Answer to EverythingTo impress someone fast, especially at the C level, short answers are
important. Over the years, I’ve come to call it the 30-second answer to everything.Being able to
coherently and quickly put together loads of information, say from multiple interview sessions, is
a rare ability. The synthesis can’t be too detailed but also not too broad or high level. You also
need to tailor the answer to your audience so that the hearers understand. Senior directors have
a rare ability to tweak wavelengths, instantly. This ability takes practice, but it’s something
tangible that you can start doing today.It starts by forming an answer beforehand. For example,
recently, I had lunch with a former CEO of a sports manufacturing company. We were talking
mostly about leadership development. Then he asked what else I was doing. I mentioned a
recent lecturing opportunity I had. He asked on what topic. I told him that it was related to the
organizational challenges faced in China. He asked, “So what are the organizational
challenges?” This answer could get long, so I first gave him options. I listed the four different
challenges with a quick sequential framework. He then zoomed in on the topic of “monetary
compensation is not the biggest factor why employee retention is a problem.” I had proposed
that at the end of the sentence because I knew he would be interested in the topic of retention,
training, and development.Let’s recap. It’s not realistic to try to convey much meaningful
information in a very short period of time. That’s why you need to learn certain rules. The first rule
is to understand the theory of “double-clicking.” It’s similar to when you read a comment or blurb
of a certain product on an e-commerce site or a short summary snippet of a bestselling book.
These tell you enough to get you interested but not nearly enough for you to know what’s
happening. So you end up clicking the link to find out more. In the same way, a 30-second
answer gives your listener the opportunity to keep refocusing the attention to the topic of his or
her interest.Second, you need to get in the habit of taking apart the main question. Let’s take
another example. The C-level executive asks, “How is the project coming along?” Immediately
you need to stand in the executive’s shoes. What does he or she want to know? It’s probably
going to be along the lines of the four detailed questions below.1. What is the overall project
status, good or bad?2. What are one or two examples that support the status?3. What do I plan
to do about any problems?4. What can the C-level executive do to help?Usually, the best way to
think about the detailed questions is to put them through an algebraic framework. What key
variables must be used in the equation to provide a meaningful output for the main question? As
a general guideline, using some form of “stakeholder, process, and timeline” can help to
structure the content.Third, you need to constantly think of your answer like a dartboard. You are
not starting from the innermost circle (the bull’s-eye) but from the outermost ring. From the
outermost ring you are trying to quickly hone into the center by giving the person easy-to-identify
cues in your answers. Thus answering a question becomes more like an exercise of “preempting



the question several steps beforehand,” as if you were playing a game of chess and reading the
opponent’s potential moves. Below are several reasons why you should practice the 30-second
answer:1. You develop a keen sense of what people want.Get AheadIn “get ahead” there are six
principles. Below, I have synthesized the core messages in one line.PRINCIPLE 1Focus on
What Really Matters. Constantly have a razor-sharp awareness of what you are doing and how it
is adding value to you or to your problems.PRINCIPLE 2Start with the Hard Stuff in the Morning.
Work on the hard and painful tasks in the morning to deliver productive output.PRINCIPLE
3Catch Small Signals and Make a Difference. Apply the Pareto analysis or 80-20 rule to your
everyday life.PRINCIPLE 4Have a 30-Second Answer to Everything. Form an answer
beforehand by mastering the “double-clicking” technique and coming up with short
answers.PRINCIPLE 5Frontload Your Project. Build the necessary trust and credibility by
completing work as much as possible during the first week, following the basket of
essentials.PRINCIPLE 6Create the Right End Output Image. Try to get in the habit of creating
the end output image aggressively to earn various stakeholders’ trust early on.Get AheadIn “get
ahead” there are six principles. Below, I have synthesized the core messages in one
line.PRINCIPLE 1Focus on What Really Matters. Constantly have a razor-sharp awareness of
what you are doing and how it is adding value to you or to your problems.PRINCIPLE 2Start with
the Hard Stuff in the Morning. Work on the hard and painful tasks in the morning to deliver
productive output.PRINCIPLE 3Catch Small Signals and Make a Difference. Apply the Pareto
analysis or 80-20 rule to your everyday life.PRINCIPLE 4Have a 30-Second Answer to
Everything. Form an answer beforehand by mastering the “double-clicking” technique and
coming up with short answers.PRINCIPLE 5Frontload Your Project. Build the necessary trust
and credibility by completing work as much as possible during the first week, following the
basket of essentials.PRINCIPLE 6Create the Right End Output Image. Try to get in the habit of
creating the end output image aggressively to earn various stakeholders’ trust early
on.PRINCIPLE 1 Focus on What Really MattersMcKinsey charts are not very colorful. The text
size is the same throughout except for the title. The fonts follow either the client’s format or Times
New Roman, and footnotes follow a specific rule. Graphs and diagrams also have standardized
templates. One chart, one message, one format. Nothing fancy. It’s because we want the
recipient to focus on one thing: the implication. Everything else will deter this effort. McKinsey
consultants are extremely careful over a single word or a phrase because that really matters.To a
CEO, numbers matter most. Mark Hurd, co-CEO of Oracle Corporation, said he learned from his
boss at NCR, a global company in consumer transaction technologies, that it doesn’t matter how
gracefully you deliver a presentation. In the end, if your numbers “suck,” there’s not much to say.
His best advice is to focus on “underlying substance.”1Almost everyone who enters the Firm’s
gate relearns what he or she has previously learned and been proud of back in MBA training or
in other companies regarding how to draw charts. Instead of catchy and animated callouts, they
learn to use a blank callout text box with an arrow pointed to a “manlike figure” made up of a
circle and an isosceles triangle. Rather than using size 12 and 24 fonts to accentuate an



important point, the entire page is reduced to an even font of 14. They no longer use green text
to show that something is good to go but instead a green traffic light made up of three circles
aligned vertically. Everyone picks up the essence of what’s important on a chart.As you
transcend or think about the next leadership horizon, you need to focus on what really matters
for that position. At McKinsey, you go through a course specifically targeted to build “problem-
solving leaders.” Here we learn about staying ahead of the problem and leading by bringing
together different stakeholders. In this position, we often get asked by principals and directors,
“Can you update me on the current status?” This is another way of saying, “Tell me what really
matters on this project in 30 seconds.” Therefore, it’s imperative to synthesize and regularly play
back in your head the problem, the current solution, and the proposed approach in terms of
milestones, people, and timeline.What really matters can be different from industry to industry.
For the automotive industry, it’s safety and design. For the pharmaceutical industry, it’s the
effectiveness of the drug, how fast it works, and how long it lasts. For a headhunting company,
it’s the candidate’s average length of stay at his or her newly appointed jobs. For consulting, it’s
the message (so what?) and the estimated impact that implication brings—consultants arrive at
this message and impact through following a series of problem-solving steps. In McKinsey’s
case, it involves: (1) identifying the problem, (2) structuring the problem (making sure all the
issues are covered by using a MECE, mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive, approach),
(3) prioritizing and eliminating unnecessary problems, (4) creating the analysis and work plan,
(5) conducting the analysis, (6) synthesizing to derive meaningful results, (7) delivering the right
communication message. In the end, the message needs to be tailored to fit the client context
(capability, resource, and execution power) to lead to any tangible impact. In many cases, it’s
possible to list out multiple things that matter, but the important thing is to distinguish what
matters most to the problem at hand. For automotive, it may additionally be ergonomics, fuel
efficiency, and product launch time on top of safety and design. For one client, the issue was
how to build and finish a car in the next 36 months. Thus, what became the most important
matter was product concept to launch time. The team accessed and analyzed the top five
automakers’ product launch schedules. The winner turned out to be Toyota with the shortest at
24 months—and the slowest was 40 months, a gap that is hard to believe! Logically, the next
question became, why? It was attributable to the number of platforms each automaker had.
Toyota had the fewest. It built most of its cars on the same platform, all around the globe. It
forced the design to fit a particular platform mold and thereby eliminated the longer design
concept to platform path. That knowledge for our client was gold. It was what really
mattered.When you focus your efforts on important cornerstone areas, other things start falling
into place. Successful entrepreneurs say don’t worry about what you’re going to call your
company. The right name will pop up once your product or service idea is on the verge of
release. Yet, so many people still dwell on insignificant things like the name, logo, and how the
business card will look. Those are important but less meaningful, especially in the beginning.
Focusing on what really matters will help streamline your journey. In this case, focus on creating



the core services of your business. Test them out. Iterate with as many people as you can.
Challenge any doubts or premonitions you may have. Usually a clear alarm should go off when
you hear yourself saying, “I will start on this when the business gets rolling.” Ask immediately,
“Can I do it now? Why not?” Then take the necessary incremental steps forward. Usually this will
come in the form of decision making, closing outputs, or narrowing the solution space. Whether
it’s directly related to your work, personal projects, skill enhancement, health, or relationships,
try to seek what matters most in that area all the time.How might you accomplish this focus and
prioritization? There are three ways to cut to the chase: (1) using the sense of urgency and
deadline, (2) creating or following the critical path, and (3) linking it to the money.First and
easiest is to work on are the urgent items with tighter deadlines. In your head, without jotting
anything down, you should roughly have the time it takes to complete a certain task. Although
your estimate may be off at times, it is still a good place to start by eliminating those items that
are far out into the future. When you do, take an objective stance. Consider the company logo,
for example. It may seem important and urgent, but in reality it’s not. These logos change all the
time, and hence, you should just leave it alone for a while. Think Google. It really has no set logo
and frequently changes its home search page look.Second, understand the critical path to get to
your goal. At McKinsey, during a marketing or branding study, we sometimes run an exercise
called the consumer decision journey. This exercise tries to figure out where, how, and why
consumers arrive at the decision to buy a particular product. We derive insights by gaining both
an external and internal perspective of the target consumers. Externally, we run and analyze a
consumer survey based on initial consideration, various online and offline touch points, timing of
those interventions, consumer-led research, and other factors. Internally, we map out how the
rational mind arrives at making such decisions, which we call the consumer decision tree. For
example, if you were to buy a new TV, we would look at each of the five or six variables important
to you as a consumer and rank them: price, brand, size, type (LCD/LED or OLED), and other
functionalities such as HD. In this case, typically you will first think about the size of the TV. Then
it splits to either price or brand, or you might adjust the size based on price and brand. These
decisions are the branches of the “tree.” When you consider what matters in any situation, it is
important to keep this kind of decision tree in your mind.Third, think about linking the task
directly to its financial impact. This is the most straightforward yet remarkably precise method for
most people. In other words, it’s the key performance indicator (KPI) or the “meat” of what you
are doing. For example, writers like to read. They also like to research. I sometimes get carried
away and absorbed in—or distracted by, depending on how you look at it—some topic for an
insane amount of my time. Yet, it is producing written content on paper that actually indicates
progress. It is the only way to reach the end product. Writers get paid to write. Thus, spending
three hours on research and writing three sentences on paper means I didn’t get much work
done. It sounds intuitive, but a lot of us miss this point. Just like musicians need to produce
music but may listen to other artists for inspiration, you should know what tasks directly link to
the money. It is by far the most obvious way to focus on what really matters.Even as you read this



book, focus on principles that matter to you. It will be impossible to go through all of the
principles at once. Try to tackle them one at a time focusing on building your core
substance.PRINCIPLE 2 Start with the Hard Stuff in the Morning“The early bird catches the
worm” is an old mantra that stands the test of time. Early morning hours are peaceful and quiet.
It’s the perfect time alone. Since most people are not out of bed yet, that makes you feel a bit
proud. You pour yourself a nice cup of coffee and sit at your desk. “Ah,” you say, “it’s time to get
some work done.”So the question is, “What work should you concentrate on in these early
hours?”The hard stuff. What’s the hard stuff?From your to-do list . . .• It’s the work you least want
to do.• It’s the long result, not the low-hanging one.• It’s the work you usually say you’ll do in the
afternoon when you have a solid three or four hours to get a good bite at it.• It’s also work where
you need full attention.• It’s the work that is painful.• It’s the work you know least how to tackle.
Probably you need help. You need to launch it and think through.• It’s also work that later on, if
you don’t start early and delegate some of the tasks, you will be stuck doing all by yourself.Here
are some examples of the actual work:• Writing your executive summary• Creating work
packages and timelines for the next three months• Producing end output and goals• Drafting
important materials for a CEO or C-level executive workshop• Giving new inputs to team
members’ work• Drafting action e-mailsGenerally speaking, it’s work that requires invention,
creation, and imagination.It’s not . . .• Editing something• Proofreading a document• Adding a
couple of additional support sentences or slides to your presentation• Replying to e-mails or
requests• Menial tasks such as creating an e-mail contact list of all your project
membersGenerally speaking, it’s not changing, fixing, or destroying something.So when do you
complete the more mundane but necessary work—the changing, fixing, or destroying work? At
night! After a challenging day, you are usually quite exhausted by dinner. Even though it’s quiet
at night, you don’t have the mental capacity to go over output from team and clients, focus on
valuable work, raise difficult issues, do something creative, or think into the future. You just want
to relax your brain. It’s the best time to be engaged in the passive, less thinking-intensive
work.Creating a “get up early and go to sleep earlier” biorhythm will prove to be an important
habit for you to transition into a mainstream leader. A quick look into the daily wake-up time of 21
notable CEOs revealed that 80 percent of them wake up before 6 A.M.2 The earliest bird was
Fiat and Chrysler CEO Sergio Machione waking at 3:30 A.M. to deal with his counterparts in the
European market. Celebrity leaders Richard Branson of Virgin Group and Howard Schultz of
Starbucks wake up at 5:45 and 5:00 A.M. respectively.* They both exercise first thing.Now, think
about your aspiring leaders. What time do they send around e-mails? A lot of them in early
morning hours—except for those who ping you 24 hours a day, usually more in our line of work
than elsewhere. On one project, the head of Aftersales was so busy during the day that I could
only get a decent interaction going in these morning hours. He and I sat at 7:15 A.M. in the first-
floor coffee shop to discuss rising inventory and back-order issues. It was by far the most
efficient 30 minutes I’ve ever had. A couple of months back when I ran into him, he was still
impressed at that maneuver, and just because of that one incident we became good friends.



Lucky me! From an age standpoint, the younger you are, the more likely you will gain respect by
waking up early and getting things done. We’ve all been there and know it’s hard when you’re
young.Second, getting up early to do the hard stuff makes sense from a scientific standpoint.
Your body temperature usually fluctuates 0.5 C (0.9 F) during the day, with the lowest levels
around 4 or 5 A.M., and your mind (contrary to your body) works best when it’s cooler. Your body
temperature starts dropping from around 6:30 to 7:00 P.M. and continues to do so until it hits the
base at around 4:30 A.M. Then it starts rising again, signaling that it’s time to wake up! It will take
some time adjusting to the new schedule, but it will transform the way you work and produce
many times the current results.There are some mornings, however, when it’s incredibly hard to
concentrate or get going. You are up, but you don’t want to start. At times like this, here’s my
advice: No action e-mails. No giving input to team members’ work. No working on plans. At these
dire moments, start by reading. Pick up a business book (or a self-help book—I am a junkie at
this), and start reading your favorite passages. You will get the urge to work on the important
stuff within 5 to 10 minutes.PRINCIPLE 3 Catch Small Signals and Make a DifferenceWhat are
you good at? What are your strengths? I will give you a minute to write it down. I still remember a
homework training exercise I did a while ago in which the facilitator told us to write down 100
different adjectives describing who we were on a piece of paper. It was a laborious effort—trust
me, coming up with 100 positive words is not easy—but I did as instructed. In the end, she told
us we had to circle a few words that resembled us most, then choose one final word out of those.
Mine ended up being “interesting.” I liked to do interesting things, meet interesting people, go to
interesting places, and lead an interesting life. For example, I learned Chinese (my third
language) over many years out of curiosity about what it would be like to master a new language.
To my amazement, speaking Chinese now feels “innate”—that is, I have achieved critical
inflection points and mastered native-level pronunciation. Isn’t that interesting?People who rise
to leadership know more deeply who they are, what they are good at, and how to improve their
strengths. But there is another, more subtle difference that I want to share with you. This
technique sets leaders apart from others. At McKinsey, we focus on being distinctive.
Throughout our consulting life, we are forced to think about this phrase after every project
assessment (called the engagement performance review) and during our six-month review cycle
(called the semi-annual review). A rating of distinctive is the highest rating you can get. When
you are surrounded by people with outstanding skills, from top graduate programs, and who
have a fast learning curve, it’s really hard to show off or be distinctive by the traditional method of
“working hard.” It’s safe to say that almost everyone in your crowd got here because they have
worked extremely hard until now. So what else can you do?You can catch small signals and
make a huge difference. Does this sound familiar? Not surprisingly, it resembles the Pareto
principle, or the 80-20 rule. The Pareto principle, discovered by economist Vilfredo Pareto, states
that 20 percent of the input is responsible for 80 percent of the results. Pareto analysis is an
efficient problem-solving technique. For example, on a failure analysis I once conducted, I found
that 20 percent of the defective parts caused 80 percent of the engine malfunctions. But we



always stop using the Pareto principle in the context of problem solving. We never take it one
step further and apply it to our day-to-day life and our leadership careers. What if this thinking
can significantly enhance your chances of success?Once, an engagement manager told me
that she helped her client prepare a speech in English. Being fluent in both Chinese and English,
it was an easy task for her. She sat with the client and typed up in English what the client was
saying in Chinese, in real time. The client, who was worried about becoming a train wreck in the
presentation, thanked this engagement manager profusely. If the story just ended there, it
wouldn’t be so interesting. I forgot to add that this client was not even a core member of the
client team. She was in a high position at the client company, but they’d only met once in a
steering committee. What was amazing about this McKinsey colleague was that she happened
to catch a small distress signal from the client that she needed help. So, willingly and without
hesitation, she offered to help. Later, as the project moved forward, rumors spread that
McKinsey really helps clients above and beyond the call of duty. With such a simple effort, she
created a distinctive reputation both in the client’s mind and among McKinsey leaders.What I
took away from this engagement manager’s story is not just her ability to sense distress signals
but her overall sensitivity to smaller signs. Once in Hong Kong, at the British healthy fast-food
restaurant Pret A Manger, my colleagues were frantically debating the calorie consequences of
getting a chocolate chip cookie on top of the sandwiches and salads they’d ordered. After they
finished ordering without their cookies, they found out that the cashier had included two
chocolate chip cookies with each meal, courtesy of the store! One of the astonished colleagues
turned around and tried to pay, but the cashier just smiled and said, “Next time!” There’s little
doubt that those colleagues will again pay a visit to Pret A Manger when they go to Hong Kong,
and maybe elsewhere. That cashier, as it turns out, also knew the trick of catching small
signals.So, what can you do beginning tomorrow, using your strengths, to make a huge
difference from small things? I am interested to find out.PRINCIPLE 4 Have a 30-Second
Answer to EverythingTo impress someone fast, especially at the C level, short answers are
important. Over the years, I’ve come to call it the 30-second answer to everything.Being able to
coherently and quickly put together loads of information, say from multiple interview sessions, is
a rare ability. The synthesis can’t be too detailed but also not too broad or high level. You also
need to tailor the answer to your audience so that the hearers understand. Senior directors have
a rare ability to tweak wavelengths, instantly. This ability takes practice, but it’s something
tangible that you can start doing today.It starts by forming an answer beforehand. For example,
recently, I had lunch with a former CEO of a sports manufacturing company. We were talking
mostly about leadership development. Then he asked what else I was doing. I mentioned a
recent lecturing opportunity I had. He asked on what topic. I told him that it was related to the
organizational challenges faced in China. He asked, “So what are the organizational
challenges?” This answer could get long, so I first gave him options. I listed the four different
challenges with a quick sequential framework. He then zoomed in on the topic of “monetary
compensation is not the biggest factor why employee retention is a problem.” I had proposed



that at the end of the sentence because I knew he would be interested in the topic of retention,
training, and development.Let’s recap. It’s not realistic to try to convey much meaningful
information in a very short period of time. That’s why you need to learn certain rules. The first rule
is to understand the theory of “double-clicking.” It’s similar to when you read a comment or blurb
of a certain product on an e-commerce site or a short summary snippet of a bestselling book.
These tell you enough to get you interested but not nearly enough for you to know what’s
happening. So you end up clicking the link to find out more. In the same way, a 30-second
answer gives your listener the opportunity to keep refocusing the attention to the topic of his or
her interest.Second, you need to get in the habit of taking apart the main question. Let’s take
another example. The C-level executive asks, “How is the project coming along?” Immediately
you need to stand in the executive’s shoes. What does he or she want to know? It’s probably
going to be along the lines of the four detailed questions below.1. What is the overall project
status, good or bad?2. What are one or two examples that support the status?3. What do I plan
to do about any problems?4. What can the C-level executive do to help?Usually, the best way to
think about the detailed questions is to put them through an algebraic framework. What key
variables must be used in the equation to provide a meaningful output for the main question? As
a general guideline, using some form of “stakeholder, process, and timeline” can help to
structure the content.Third, you need to constantly think of your answer like a dartboard. You are
not starting from the innermost circle (the bull’s-eye) but from the outermost ring. From the
outermost ring you are trying to quickly hone into the center by giving the person easy-to-identify
cues in your answers. Thus answering a question becomes more like an exercise of “preempting
the question several steps beforehand,” as if you were playing a game of chess and reading the
opponent’s potential moves. Below are several reasons why you should practice the 30-second
answer:1. You develop a keen sense of what people want.
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Abel Daitey, “A must read. Do you lead teams to solve problems? Then this is a must read for
you. Succinct and easy to read”

Andrew H. Wood, “Self Help Book for Business Professional. This is not exactly a study in
synthesis but a nice reflection on some key elements required to be a successful consultant and
business leader. It could have been titled 47 steps to being a McKinsey consultant. An
interesting read and you will need to do the prioritization of the key learnings yourself…”

Deep Data Scientist, “To the point. This book is very well organized. It has many thought
provoking nuggets that can help you see other ways of looking at problems and day to day job.
While one may not agree with every inference and at time self-righteous tone may put one off a
bit, the book is absolutely worth your time to read and to meditate on.”

Geoff Lew, “I actually found this to be a pretty good book. I actually found this to be a pretty good
book, but it is not so much about problem solving, more about principles behind being a good
consultant in the general sense. How to improve yourself, how to work with your team etc. It is
also quite brief and easy to read - so provides you with a good checklist of activities”

AK, “Pragmatic. Like the pragmatic and structured approach !Recommended for day to day use
in solving issues and adding value.Happy reading!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Fundamentally upgrading performance/career trajectory in 47 weeks!.
This book is full of practical tips on day to day actions that can be beneficial to many business
professionals! There are 47 powerful principles described in detail in this book.If one can
practice and master one per week, he/she will be able to shape a completely different career
path/trajectory in just less than a year! I wish I had a chance to read this book when I started my
career.But better late than never! : )”

J.S.O., “Insightful. Clarity, brevity, critical thinking enhancing. Many golden eggs to consider.
Recommended reading for those in senior positions to those just venturing out of college or the
military.”

Derek H, “Practical and Sound Advice. The author provided personal insight on what he learned
from leaders who impacted his life along with how he applies these lessons. The book was full of
useful knowledge that can be applied to many peoples careers. This is a consulting "must read"
book.”

Duminda S., “Four Stars. very good principles for anybody to follow to be successful at work/life



presented in a simple way.”

Thomas, “Great guide for consultants. This book is a great guide for junior to mid-level
consultants with many practical tips that help to work more efficient and effective. Some of the
principles are commonly known and just a good reminder, but others are really helpful and
unique. I started reading it, then set goals to apply one or two principles per week to make it daily
routine.”

C. K., “Brilliant book. Some very good advice - from basic to profound. I learned a lot for my daily
practice. Esp. about Questioning and how to behave in a client discussion. Highly
recommended!”
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